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Management summary
Business processes shape a company’s operations, and are hence at the heart of every organization.
In turn, business process models visualize these processes. The specific purpose of business process
modelling can vary. It can be used for (re)designing business processes, for business process discovery
or for business process automation, for example. For each purpose, business process models are used
to visualize and subsequently communicate a business process to various stakeholders, inside and
outside of the particular organization.

The quality of a business process model determines the degree to which the purpose of this business
model can be achieved. One of the aspects on which business process model quality can be assessed,
is pragmatic model quality. Pragmatic model quality is defined as the degree to which a business
process model can be understood by its users. Model understandability can be measured through
various complexity metrics for which it has been empirically validated that they influence the models’
understandability. Examples of these metrics are the total number of activities, sequentiality and the
total number of gateways. For many of these metrics, previous research has determined thresholds.
These thresholds indicate critical values for different degrees of complexity, which enable
categorization of models into these various degrees of complexity.

Even though research on business process model complexity metrics and corresponding threshold
values  for  these metrics  is  extensive,  it  is  only  rarely  validated through application on models  and
professionals in business practice. Thresholds have been determined based on artificially constructed
models,  which are  not  used in  practice.  In  order  to  validate the relevance of  the thresholds  set  in
literature for real-life process modelling, it is key that these theoretical thresholds are evaluated by
using real-life models and by involving business professionals.

Hence, the goal of this research is to evaluate existing theoretical thresholds for complexity categories
with real-life business process models. This goal is achieved through developing a theory-oriented
evaluation research which applies theoretical quality thresholds on real-life business process models,
and subsequently measures how professionals perceive the complexity of these models through the
development and execution of an experiment. Comparing the theoretical and practical assessments of
complexity allows for a validation of complexity categorization as determined in literature up to this
point in time.

In order to measure the complexity of the models gathered from practice on the basis of theoretical
thresholds, a tool is created which is used to calculate the complexity score for each metric, for all
models gathered. The tool includes 23 metrics and corresponding thresholds gathered from an
extensive body of previous research performed regarding model complexity. Subsequently, the tool
combines these metrics into one overall weighted average complexity score per model.

This tool is used to evaluate 67 business process models gathered from the advisory practice of the IT
and Risk Assurance department of EY Amsterdam. The outcome of this evaluation is that 19 models
were categorized as fairly simple and 48 were categorized as very simple. Not one of all the models
found in practice was categorized as very complex or even fairly complex.

From the analysis of the boxplots of individual metrics across all models, it shows that most notably,
the metrics SEP (15) and SEQ (16) show a broader range in complexity scores. This means that these
metrics are better able to discriminate the models within this sample based on their complexity, than
other metrics included in the analysis. The CFC (1), AGD (10), GM (8) and MGD (11) metrics, for
example, show hardly any variation across models, which indicates that these metrics have less
discriminative power within this sample.
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Furthermore, from analysis of the variation of metric scores for each individual model, it can be
concluded  that  for  models  which  have  the  same  overall  weighted  average  score,  variation  across
individual metric values can be very different. Hence, it could be valuable to score the models on a
number of clustered metric categories which would result in a multi-facetted complexity score for the
model. These categories of (combined) metrics could for example be related to the size, gateway
complexity or sequentiality of the model.

Another important result of the application of metrics and corresponding thresholds set in theory on
real-life business process models, is that some metrics appear to have a better predictive value than
other metrics, which means that these metrics have a greater ability to predict the overall weighted
complexity score for a particular model. For example, metrics related to the number of sequence flows
have a better predictive value than the metrics related to number of pools and the diameter metric.

In order to validate the complexity categorizations based on literature, an experiment is performed in
which 25 professionals were asked for their professional opinion about the complexity of a sub-set of
the models gathered.

The results of this experiment show that the professionals perceive model complexity in a similar way
as  theory  does.  The  perceived  complexity  scores  given  to  the  models  by  the  professionals  are
comparable to overall scores for these models resulting from the threshold values for metrics as set in
theory.

This research contributes to business process modelling theory by evaluating the thresholds from
literature on real-life business process models, by both applying them on the real-life process models
and validating the thresholds in an experiment setting with professionals.

The research is structured as follows. Firstly, the research topic and its relevance are introduced in
chapter 1. Secondly, the problem definition is described in chapter 2. Chapter 2 also discusses the
scope of this research, together with its methodology. Chapter 3 presents the results of the literature
analysis which preceded this research, summarizing the most relevant previous research on business
process model metrics and their threshold values. Following this literature analysis, chapter 4 presents
the analysis of complexity for 67 business process models gathered from professional practice based
on 23 metric thresholds. Chapter 5 evaluates the complexity of a subset of these business process
models in an experiment with 25 professionals. Chapter 6 compares the results from the theoretical
and practical assessments of business process model complexity, and subsequently concludes this
research by reflecting on its contributions, limitations and suggestions for future work.

Keywords: Business process modelling, BPMN, pragmatic model quality, complexity metrics,
understandability
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1 Introduction
Business processes are everywhere: every organization has to manage a number of processes. These
processes are what companies do, whenever they deliver a service or a product to customers (Dumas,
La Rosa, Mendling, & Reijers, 2013).

Business process management (BPM) is about managing the processes that ultimately add value to the
organization. The definition of a business process can be summarized as follows:

 “a collection of inter-related events, activities and decision points that involve a
number of actors and objects, and that collectively lead to an outcome that is of

value to at least one customer.” (Dumas et al., 2013)

The way these processes are designed and performed affects both the quality of service that customers
perceive and the efficiency with which services are delivered. An organization can outperform another
organization offering similar kinds of service by having processes which have been designed better and
when the organization is able to execute these processes more efficiently (Dumas et al., 2013).

Figure 1.1: Example of a business process model

Business process models are considered to be a good mechanism for communicating business
operations among stakeholders and are a key instrument in the analysis and design of information
systems (Sánchez-González, García, Mendling, & Ruiz, 2010). Examples of two business process models
can be found in Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: Example of a more complex business process model

Quality assurance of these models is addressed in literature by various aspects, such as language used,
lay-out and completeness. For this report, the focus of quality of process models will be on pragmatic
quality. Pragmatic quality concerns various complexity aspects of the business process model which all
influence the understandability of the model. For example, when comparing Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2,
Figure 1.2 appears to be more complex and therefore more difficult to understand. The notion of
quality for this report will be discussed in more detail in section 2.8.4.
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The complexity of a business process model can be measured by the application of complexity metrics
(Sánchez-González, García, Ruiz, & Piattini, 2015). These metrics are external attributes of a business
process model and can be measured. Examples of these external attributes are the total number of
activities, sequentiality or the total number of gateways.

For many of these metrics, previous research has determined corresponding thresholds which indicate
critical values for different degrees of complexity. These thresholds enable categorization of models
into these various degrees of complexity. An example could be the number of 20 activities in a model,
indicating that more than 20 activities in model makes a model very complex. Combining these metrics
and thresholds allows for evaluation of business process models complexity.

Relevance

In practice, business process models are used not only to design or to redesign processes, but also to
assess or discover business processes. Since business processes are often complex entities,
improvement of these processes requires prior study of the processes. This is often not the most
resources-intensive step, but it tends to have a large impact on the implemented process (Sánchez-
González et al., 2010). Therefore it is important to ensure that business process models are of good
quality and satisfy user needs. Poor quality of conceptual models increases development costs or
results in models that do not satisfy user needs (Sánchez-González et al., 2010).

Hence, predictors in the form of metrics and their corresponding thresholds can be very useful in order
to evaluate the quality of business process models. Research in the area of these metrics has resulted
in a substantial number of quality metrics for which it has been found that they have an empirical
connection to the understandability of business process models (Reijers, Mendling, & Recker, 2015a).

However, there is hardly any literature about thresholds for metric values which assesses complete
models and is able to categorize complete models into various degrees of complexity. In addition,
current research into process model understandability and metric thresholds is mostly done in
research settings with students as participants, and with theoretical process models specially created
for the test. As such, these research settings do not reflect real-life situations in which business process
models are designed and used by professionals using real-life (sub-optimal) models.

Therefore, this research will validate current research in the field of structural properties of business
process models with real-life models. In addition, the perceived complexity of these models will be
tested with professionals and compared to the complexity according to literature standards. The goal
is to:

“Evaluate existing process model quality metric thresholds with real-life business
process models and validate this with the perceived complexity by professionals”

Thesis outline
The structure of this thesis is as follows. First, the problem definition and methodology are described
in Chapter 2. Chapter 2 also discusses the scope of this research, together with its methodology.
Chapter 3 presents the results of a literature analysis, summarizing previous research on process
model metrics and their thresholds. Following this literature analysis, chapter 4 presents the analysis
of thresholds in a number of real-life business process models. Chapter 5 evaluates the complexity of
(a subset of) these business process models with professionals in a real-life setting. Chapter 6
compares the results from the two previous chapters, and concludes the analysis, by reflecting on its
contributions, limitations and suggestions for future work.
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2 Problem definition & methodology
As described in the introduction the aim of this thesis is to evaluate business process model quality
metric thresholds which have been defined in literature with real-life business process models. This
chapter defines the problem definition. First the background of this research is described, followed by
the notion of quality used for this research. After this the problem statement and research questions,
together with the scope and methodology of this research are described.

Background

BPM is often looked at through the lens of the BPM lifecycle model, which is shown in Figure 2.1 and
describes a continuous cycle comprising all different phases in BPM. After process identification,
process discovery and a subsequent analysis of the process, a process can be redesigned. These
process models are used in all these different phases of the BPM lifecycle to visualize and communicate
the process (Van der Aalst, 2013). The purpose for process modelling can differ, it  can be used for
training, for redesign of a process, for certification purposes or for process automation.

Figure 2.1: The BPM lifecycle (Dumas et al., 2013)

The earliest approach for discussing the quality of business process models was put forward by Becker
in 2000 in the “Guidelines of Modeling” (GoM) (Becker, Rosemann, & von Uthmann, 2000). This
approach includes only basic principles of modelling addressing syntactic, semantic and pragmatic
demands on the proper creation of business process models. Later, in 2002, a more specific version of
these guidelines was presented.

In 2007, the link between the quality of business process models and the quality of other models in
the software science domain was made for the first time. In the area of software engineering, the use
of quality metrics had already showed its importance for good programming and practice of software
design. These metrics were proposed to be translated to the domain of business process modelling by
Vanderfeesten, Cardoso, Mendling, Reijers, & van der Aalst(2007).

The basis for the empirical connection between understanding, errors and model metrics was further
developed in Mendling, Neumann, & van der Aalst (2007) & Mendling, Reijers, & Cardoso (2007). Their
research resulted in the seven process modeling guidelines (7PMG) (Mendling, Reijers, & van der Aalst,
2010). Each of these guidelines is supported by empirical insights into the connection between
structural metrics and the understandability of these models. This work has been cited for more than
500 times, showing the relevance and importance of these guidelines.
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Since business processes can become complex entities, improvement of these processes requires prior
study, these prior studies are often not the most expensive ones, but tend to have the highest impact
on the to be implemented process (Sánchez-González et al., 2010). Design errors made in the early
stages cause expensive rework when they are discovered in a late phase of the project (Mendling,
Sánchez-González, García, & Rosa, 2012). Poor quality of conceptual models can increase development
effort or result in products that do not satisfy user needs (Sánchez-González et al., 2010). Therefore, it
is vitally important to understand the factors which determine process model quality and to identify
guidelines and mechanisms to guarantee a high level of quality from the outset according to Sánchez-
González et al. (2010).

Process model quality

Despite the importance of having accurate representations of business processes in process modelling,
the notion of quality in process modelling is still immature (Nelson, Poels, Genero, & Piattini, 2012). It
is important to scope the notion of quality for a business process model in this research. Quality of
business process models can relate to three main types of quality, according to Reijers et al. (2015):
syntactic, semantic and pragmatic quality (Figure 2.2).

Syntactic quality

Syntactic quality relates to the goal of producing models that conform to the rules of the technique
they are modelled with. An example of this is whether or not all statements in the model are according
to the vocabulary and syntax of the modelling language (Reijers et al., 2015b). According to Reijers et
al., (2015) syntactic quality is the basis for each of the other two categories. Therefore, it is displayed
as the lower part in the SIQ framework (Figure 2.2). There is a hierarchical relation between these
categories, both pragmatic and semantic quality assessment suppose syntactical correctness (Reijers
et al., 2015b).

Figure 2.2: The SIQ framework (Dumas & Kohlborn, 2015)

Semantic quality

Semantic quality relates to the goal of producing models that make true statements on the real world
they aim to capture, either for existing processes or future processes (as is or to be processes). Quality
attributes related to this type are completeness and validity (Dumas & Kohlborn, 2015).
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Pragmatic quality

Pragmatic  quality  relates  to  the  goal  of  arriving  at  a  process  model  that  can  be  understood  by  its
readers (Reijers et al., 2015b). In comparison to semantic quality, a model that does not capture big
parts  from the real  world  will  have a  low semantic  quality,  but  the same model  could  be perfectly
understood, which means its pragmatic quality is high.

The focus for this research will be on the pragmatic quality of business process models. This pragmatic
quality expresses the understandability of a process model and is therefore essential for
communication purposes. The BPM lifecycle introduced in the introduction, made clear that the main
goal for business process modelling is to visualize and communicate the process to different
stakeholders.

Also, other research in the area of data models shows that comprehensibility is the most important
influence factor in the assessment of a model’s overall quality, outranking completeness, correctness,
simplicity and flexibility (Figl, 2017).

Pragmatic quality in relation to business process model metrics and thresholds

Pragmatic model quality can be measured by various complexity metrics (Sánchez-González et al.,
2015).  These  metrics  are  external  attributes  of  a  model  which  can  be  measured  objectively,  for
example, total number of activities, sequentiality or total number of gateways. An overview of these
metrics will be given in section 3.2. For some of these metrics there are thresholds determined in
literature, which will also be described in section 3.2. These thresholds indicate the degree of
complexity. The metrics, together with their corresponding thresholds values can be used to determine
the pragmatic model quality of business process models.

Problem statement

As stated in the introduction, research done in the field of quality metrics for business process models
is largely based on artificially constructed models, and has so far not been validated with professionals
who actually work with these models in practice. Hence, the problem statement of this research is:
evaluate existing process model complexity category base on quality metrics thresholds with real-life
business process models and validate this with the perceived complexity of professionals. This main
problem can be split up into two different aspects. The first aspect relates to applying existing process
model quality metrics on a set of real-life business process models. The second aspect relates to
evaluating if professionals perceive the same degree of complexity as theory does.

“Evaluate existing process model complexity categories based quality metric thresholds
with real-life business process models and validate this with the perceived complexity of

professionals.”

1) “Apply existing process model quality
metrics thresholds on a set of real-life

business process models. “

2) “Evaluate the perceived complexity of
these real-life process models by

professionals“

The aim of this research hence consists of two different objectives. The first objective is to apply
complexity thresholds for complexity metrics found in literature on real-life models. The second
objective is to validate if professionals assess model complexity of a particular business process model
in the same way the literature on quality of business process models prescribes.
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Research questions

The research questions result from the research objective mentioned above. The research questions
will read as follows.

1. What is written in literature about quality metrics and corresponding thresholds for business
process models? (Research objective 1)

2. How can models from practice be categorized according to thresholds prescribed by
literature? (Research objective 1)

3. How do professionals perceive the complexity of these models? (Research objective 2)
4. Do professionals evaluate the complexity in the same way as literature does? (Research

objective 2)

Section 2.7.2 will show a more detailed approach of how these different questions are answered.

Research context

The research is conducted in cooperation with EY1. EY is a multinational professional services
organization. Specifically, the department involved with this thesis is the department of Information
Technology and Risk Assurance (ITRA). This team delivers professional services to financial services
organisations around the globe. In their daily working practice, professionals at EY use business process
models for various purposes, for example for auditing or compliance checking.

In this research, the business process models within the EY practice are evaluated according to
thresholds found in the relevant literature, addressing the first goal of this research. In order to address
the second goal of this research, professionals at EY are asked to reflect on the complexity of the
models used in their daily practice.

1 http://www.ey.com/nl/nl/home
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Methodology

The methodology consists of a section describing the research type, followed by a section describing
all research steps necessary in order to answer the research questions.

Research type

To answer the research questions a theory-oriented theory-testing research is performed, according
to the types of research identified by Verschuren & Doorewaard (2007). Verschuren & Doorewaard
(2007) state that a research can have two different goals, a research can be theory-oriented or
practice-oriented. A theory-oriented research is about solving a problem in theory building within in a
particular subject and within a particular topic. A practice-oriented research is about solving a problem
in practice.

Theory-oriented research can be divided into two different types, where practice-oriented research
can again be divided in five different types according to Figure 2.3. Within theory-oriented research,
this research can be defined as a theory-testing research, because the research objectives are
evaluating business process model complexity by applying theoretical thresholds and by measuring
perceived complexity of professionals. Combining these results allows for a validation of thresholds
found in literature.

Figure 2.3: Types of theoretical- and practice-oriented research (Verschuren & Doorewaard, 2007)(translated from Dutch)

The research can be divided into two different theory-testing goals in line with the problem statement
(section  2.4).  The  first  goal  is  to  apply  thresholds  to  real-life  business  process  models  in  order  to
evaluate their complexity, and the second goal is to evaluate the perceived complexity of the process
models with professionals. In order to perform both evaluations, the methodology visible in Figure 2.4
(see next page) is employed.
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Research steps

The complete research process can be divided into four different phases and five steps in total. The
first phase consists of gathering all literature about thresholds for complexity metrics, and will provide
the answer for research question 1. The second phase is about the analysis of real-life business process
models and provides the answer for the second research question. The third phase consists of the
design of an experiment and the evaluation of the perceived complexity by professionals. This phase
answers the third research question. The fourth and last phase of the process contains the comparison
of the theoretical evaluation and the practical evaluation of the business process models, answering
the fourth research question.

Figure 2.4: Methodology steps to perform evaluation

The different steps will be described in more detail in the sections on the next page.
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Gather metrics and thresholds from literature

The first step is to conduct a literature study to gather and structure what has been written on metrics
for business process models so far. The goal of this step is to get a complete overview of all metrics
and their thresholds for business process models which have an empirically validated influence on the
understandability of these models. This structured overview of all available metrics is necessary in the
next stage to measure and categorize real-life business proces models.

Analysis of real-life business process models

This phase consist of two steps. Before the models can be analyzed, it is important that as much models
as possible are gathered in order to ensure that the analysis is done on a sufficient sample size. After
being collected, the quality metric values for all models need to be analyzed in a time-efficient manner.

2a) Gather models from practice

This step consists of gathering as much models as possible from practice. All models describing a
process and from which all necessary metrics can be obtained will be used, independent from language
and style used, but in the BMPN terminology. In order to make it possible to also use models from
clients, the possibility to anonymize the models is added. This is possible as long as all necessary
metrics can still be obtained. Models will be gathered by asking professionals working at EY (by mail
and personally), to supply them.

2b) Analyze real-life models by applying theoretical thresholds

After the collection stage, all models will be analyzed in order to calculate the values for all different
metrics. After the models have been measured the results will be analyzed and evaluated based on
thresholds found in literature.

Evaluate perceived complexity with professionals

In order to evaluate the perceived complexity of professionals for certain business process models,
two main steps need to be performed, the first part consists of the design of the experiment where
the second part consists of the analysis of the results of the experiment.

Selected models will be used to design an experiment. This experiment will be done with EY
professionals as participants in order to determine their perceived complexity of these models. After
the design and after the experiments have been performed the results can be analyzed and compared
with model complexity as determined by literature.

Conclusion

The last step it to evaluate the differences and commonalities between the theoretical complexity and
the perceived complexity of professionals. This part also includes the conclusions that can be drawn
from the entire research process.
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Scope

This section discusses the scope of this research. First, the source of the models is discussed, followed
by the type of models that fit within its scope. Third the scope regarding the professionals is described.
Lastly, the scope of the type of quality for this model is elaborated.

Source of the models

Models used for this research are models gathered within EY in the Netherlands. These are models
used internally  within  EY and models  used externally  for  clients.  The focus  of  the work of  EY  is  on
assisting companies in the financial services industry; banks, insurance companies and pension funds.
Gathered models are related to these industries.

Type of models

Only BPMN models are in scope for this research, because most literature is based on BPMN models
and many metrics are (only) defined on this type of notation. The models should be presented or have
the possibility to be redesigned to BPMN such that all necessary metrics can be measured. The goal is
to gather at least 30 business process models.

Professionals

Professionals within the scope of participation in this experiment that is part of this research, are
consultants working for EY-ITRA in The Netherlands. Only consultants with experience in process
modelling have participated in this research. Their knowledge is also tested during the experiments in
order to ensure that the appropriate professionals participate in the experiments.

Type of quality

The type of model quality in scope for this research is the pragmatic model quality, in accordance with
section 2.2. Only this type of quality is in scope since this quality expresses the understandability of a
process model, and is hence directly related to complexity metrics. A more detailed explanation of the
notion of pragmatic quality can be found in section 2.2.
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3 Theoretical background
This chapter describes the theoretical background and gives a structured overview of all metrics
mentioned so far in literature with their corresponding thresholds. This overview will provide and
answer to the first research question.

The first part will elaborate on basic BPMN terminology, which is necessary to understand the different
metrics. Second, an overview of all metrics and corresponding thresholds will be presented. Lastly, the
relevant findings and conclusions of the literature review will be given in combination with their
implications for this research.

BPMN terminology

The table on the next page describes the core BPMN terminology and symbols. The first column of
Table 3-1 shows the name, where the visual representation is shown in the second column, and the
textual description of the behavior is shown in the last column.

Figure 3.1: Example of a business process model (Dumas et al. (2013))

These example models in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2, show examples of some external model attributes
mentioned in Table 3-1. These examples will be used in the following part of this section.

Figure 3.2: Example of more complex business process model
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Name Figure Description (Dumas et al., 2013)

Event Events are things that can happen instantaneously, examples are start -, end
and timer events.

Activity Activities are units of work that have a duration.

Sequenc
e flow

A sequence flow implies that one event or activity A is followed by another
event or activity B.

Message
flow

A message flow represents the flow of information between two separate
resources classes. It is depicted as a dashed line which starts with an empty
circle and ends with an empty arrowhead, and bears a label indicating the
content of the message.

Gateway Gateways can be distinguished into splits and joins. A split represents a point
in which one process flow is split up into multiple flows. A join represents a
point where multiple flows come together.

Gateway:
AND

The  AND-split  is  used  to  model  the  parallel  execution  of  two  or  more
branches, and an AND-join to synchronize the execution of two or more
parallel branches.

Gateway:
XOR

The  XOR-split  is  used  to  model  a  decision  with  two  or  more  alternative
branches.

Gateway:
OR

The OR split and join is similar to the XOR split and join. The difference with
the XOR split and join is the condition that incoming and outgoing branches
do not need to be mutually exclusive.

Data
object

Data objects represent information flowing in and out of activities; they can
be physical artifacts such as an invoice, or electronic artifacts such as an e-
mail or a database, they are used to model interaction of data. Arcs to this
objects visualize if it is, incoming data object, an outgoing data object or
both.

Lanes Lanes are used to divide events into sub-classes or single resources.

Table 3-1: BPMN terminology

Overview of process model metrics and their thresholds

This section gives a complete overview of all metrics and corresponding thresholds. It presents the
summarized result of a systematic literature review intended to answer the first research question:

What are quality metrics for BPM models and what are their corresponding thresholds?

First, the metrics will be discussed, followed by their corresponding thresholds.
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Business process model metrics

The gathered metrics and corresponding thresholds are used to define the quality of a business process
model based on external attributes. Only empirically validated metrics found in literature which have
demonstrated their ability to predict the understandability of business process models are used. An
overview of these metrics and their definition can be found in Table 3-2. Below the table, two metrics
are further illustrated based on the examples in the previous section.

Nr. Label Name Definition

1 CFC Control flow
complexity

The  sum  of  separate  control  flow  complexities,  CFCXOR  (1.1)  +
CFCOR

 (1.2) + CFCAND (1.3).

( ) =	 ( )
∈{ 	 	 }

+	 ( )
∈{ 	 	 }

+	 ( )
∈{ 	 	 }

(Sánchez-González, Ruiz, García, & Cardoso, 2011)

1.1 CFCXO
R

Control flow
complexity
(XOR)

Number of outgoing arcs (fan-outs) of all XOR gateways splits
accumulated.

( ) = 	 − ( )

Where ‘a’ is a XOR-gateway activity (Cardoso, 2006).

1.2 CFCOR Control flow
complexity
(OR)

Two the power of all outgoing arcs from OR gateways splits minus
one.

( ) = 	2 ( ) − 1

Where ‘a’ is a OR-gateway activity (Cardoso, 2006).

1.3 CFCAN
D

Control flow
complexity
(AND)

Total number of AND gateways splits.

( ) = 	1

Where ‘a’ is a AND-gateway activity (Cardoso, 2006).

2 TNSF Number of
sequence
flows

Counts the total number of arcs of the model (Khlif, Ben-Abdallah,
& Ben Ayed, 2017).

3 TNG Total
Number of
gateways

Describes the total number of gateways including all gateway
types; Exclusive, Inclusive, Parallel and Event. (Sánchez-González,
García, Ruiz, & Mendling, 2012).

4 TNA Number of
activities

Counts the total number of activities (rectangular boxes) (Khlif et
al., 2017).
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5 NN Number of
nodes

Number of nodes (-): This variable is related to the number of
activities and gateways, flows and events in a process model;
including data objects (Khlif et al., 2017).

6 TNE Total
number of
events

The total number of events, start, end, error, time etc. (Khlif et al.,
2017).

7 ND Nesting
depth

The maximum nesting depth of structured blocks in a process
model (Khlif et al., 2017). Structured blocks are blocks of matching
split and join gateways. Depth is the maximum nesting of
structured blocks in a process model (Mendling et al., 2012).

8 GH Gateway
heterogenei
ty

Sum of number of AND/XOR/OR where Number of And gateways
/ total number of gateways multiplied log the same number.

( ) = 	 −	 ∗ log
∈( , , )

Where Ct is total number of a specific type of decision nod and C
total number of decision nodes (Sánchez-González et al., 2012).

9 GM Gateway
mismatch

The sum of gateway pairs that do not match with each other, AND-
join and OR-slit (Sánchez-González et al., 2012).

10 AGD Average
gateway
degree

The average of the number of both incoming and outgoing arcs of
the gateway nodes in the process model.

AGD = | | 	∑ 	 ( )

Were d(c) is the number of inputs/outputs (Sánchez-González et
al., 2012).

11 MGD Maximum
gateway
degree

Maximum number of incoming and outgoing arcs for a gateway in
the model (Sánchez-González et al., 2012).

12 DIA Diameter The length of the longest path from a start node to an end node in
the process model; No loops involved. Counts every element on
the longest path, including events and gateways (Mendling,
Reijers, et al., 2007).

13 DEN Density Number of arc divided by number nodes*number of nodes -1
number of nodes.

Density =
| |

| |∗	(| | )

(Marcos, Torres-Sospedra, & Martínez-Salvador, 2014)

14 CNC The
coefficient
of
connectivity

Represents the ratio of the total number of arcs in a process model
to its total number of nodes. Number of arcs divided by number of
nodes (Sánchez-González, Ruiz, García, & Piattini, 2013).
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15 SEP Separability The number of cut vertices divided by the total number of nodes.

|{ ∈ | 	 	 	 	 }|
| |− 2

Number of cut-vertices, counts the number of nodes whose
deletion breaks up the graph in two or more disconnected
components (Jan Mendling, Neumann, et al., 2007).

16 SEQ Sequentialit
y

Total number of sequence flows between non gateway nodes
divided by the total number of sequence flows (Sánchez-González
et al., 2013).

17 NSFE Number of
sequence
flows
incoming
from events

Counts the total number of sequence flows incoming from events.
Outgoing arcs from events (Sánchez-González et al., 2013).

18 NMF Number of
message
flows

The total number of message flows (Sánchez-González et al.,
2013).

19 NSFG Number of
sequence
flows from
gateways

Counts the number of sequence flows incoming from gateways.
Outgoing arcs from gateways (Sánchez-González et al., 2013).

20 NDOIN Number of
data objects
in

Number of data objects which are inputs of activities. When it is
non directional it is counted as both in and outgoing (Sánchez-
González et al., 2013).

21 NDOO
UT

Number of
data objects
out

Number of data objects which are outputs of activities. When it is
non directional it is counted as both in and outgoing (Sánchez-
González et al., 2013).

22 NL Number of
lanes

Total number of lanes. Only lanes are counted when there are
actual activities happening in that lane (Abran, 2009).

23 CLP Connectivity
level
between
lanes

The number of message flows between lanes, divided by the
number of lane. (Abran, 2009)

24 TS Token split Since the AND- and OR gateways are not modelled very structured
it ambivalent to measure the token splits. These characteristics are
measured however in metrics 8 (gateway heterogeneity) and
9(gateway mismatch).

25 GCP Gate -
complexity
perspective

0.167 *CFC (1) +0.177 * GM(9) + 0.159 * GH (8) + 0.175 *AGD (10)
+ 0.180 * MGD (11) + 0.179 * TNG (3)

Since this metrics is an weighted average combined of the
following metrics: CFC(1), TNG (3), GM(9), GH(8), AGD(10) &
MGD(11), and for many models (Sánchez-González et al., 2012).

Table 3-2: Overview of threshold definitions
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In order to further illustrate two of these metrics, an example business process model is presented in
Figure 3.3. This business process model describes the security check at an airport.

Figure 3.3: Example of a business process model with metrics Dumas et al. (2013)

A simple metric is the total number of sequence flows (red number 2 in Table 3-2), in this example
model, 8 sequence flows can be identified(red). In addition, the total number of activities metric (4)
can be calculated. This measure would result in 4 activities (green) for this example process model.

The previous model is an example of a particularly simple model, while models used in daily practice
can also be more complex, such as the model shown in Figure 3.4. For this model the metric total
number of sequence flow (2) measures 48, and the metric total number of activities (4) measures 31.

Figure 3.4: Example of a more complex business process model
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Business process model metric thresholds

This  section  gives  an  overview  of  all  thresholds  found  in  the  literature  review.  Not  all  metrics  are
divided in the same number of threshold categories. The metrics thresholds scored from 1-4 are
displayed in Table 3-3 below, and the metrics thresholds scored from 1-5 are displayed in Table 3-4.
Below the tables two example calculations are given based on the process model in Figure 3.3 and the
model in Figure 3.4.

Nr. Label Name Threshold value

1: very
inefficient

2: fairly
inefficient

3: fairly
efficient

4: very
efficient

1.1 CFCXOR Control flow complexity XOR 30 17 8 1

1.2 CFCOR Control flow complexity OR 9 4 1 0

1.3 CFCAND Control flow complexity AND 4 2 0 0

2 TNSF Number of sequence flows 72 49 34 20

3 TNG Number of gateways 17 10 5 0

5 NN Number of nodes 65 50 37 31

6 TNE Total number of events 20 12 7 2

7 ND Nesting depth 4 2 1 1

9 GM Gateway mismatch 29 16 6 1

13 DEN Density 0.6 0.22 0.001 0

14 CNC The coefficient of connectivity 1.7 1.1 0.6 0.4

16 SEQ Degree of sequentiality 0.1 0.35 0.6 0.7

17 NSFE Number of sequence flows incoming
from events

28 13 4 0

18 NMF Number of message flows 27 15 7 1

19 NSFG Number of sequence flows from
gateways

40 22 11 0

20 NDOIN Number of data objects in 31 44 4 0

21 NDOOUT Number of data objects out 23 11 3 0

23 CL Connectivity level between lanes 7.5 4.23 2.2 0.2

24 TS Token split 1.36 0.6 0.21 0.12
Table 3-3: Complexity threshold values in four categories (Sánchez-González et al., 2013) (Sánchez-González et al., 2010) (Sánchez-
González, Ruiz, García, & Piattini, 2011)

In the example of Figure 3.3, the measure for the metric TNSF (2) is 8. The nearest threshold value for
8 is the value 20, corresponding to complexity score 4, very efficient.

The second more complex example of Figure 3.4, measured 48 for the metric TNSF (2), for this
measure the nearest threshold value is 49, corresponding to the complexity value 2, fairly inefficient.
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Table 3-4 below gives an overview of the metrics divide in five category thresholds. Below the tables
two example calculations are given based on the process model in Figure 3.3 and the model in Figure
3.4.

Nr. Label Name Threshold value

1: very difficult
to understand

2: difficult to
understand

3: moderately
understandable

4:easy to
understand

5: very easy to
understand

1 CFC Control flow
complexity

>51 51 - 37 37 - 22 22-13 <13

4 TNA Number of
activities

>46.5 46.5 - 31.3 31.3 - 21.8 21.8 - 12.3 <12.3

8 GH Gateway
heterogeneity

>0.94 0.94 - 0.92 0.92 - 0.9 0.9 - 0.62 <0.62

10 AGD Average
gateway degree

>4.18 4.18 - 4.06 4.06 - 3.83 3.83 - 3.67 <3.67

11 MGD Maximum
gateway degree

>9 9 - 7 7 - 5 5 - 4 <4

12 DIA Diameter >23.4 23.4 - 16.5 16.5 - 12.2 12.2 - 7.92 <7.92

15 SEP Separability <0.03 0.03 - 0.37 0.37 - 0.71 0.71 - 1.24 >1.24

22 NP Number of
lanes

>6.49 6.49 - 4.14 4.14 - 2.66 2.66 - 1.19 <1.19

25 GCP Gate -
complexity
perspective

>18.9 18.9 - 14.5 14.5 - 8.77 8.77 - 6.42 <6.42

Table 3-4: Complexity threshold values in five categories (Sánchez-González et al., 2015) (Sánchez-González et al., 2012)
(Sánchez-González, Ruiz, García, & Cardoso, 2011)

The example business process model in Figure 3.3 measured a score of 4 for the metric of total number
of activities (4). This value is smaller than 12.3, the threshold set for distinguishing between an easy
and very easy model. Therefore, the corresponding complexity score for this model is 5, very easy.

The second more complex business process model in Figure 3.4 measured 31 activities, for this model
the corresponding complexity score would be 3, moderately understandable.

For all metrics except for the 15th metric, it is the lower the score the less complex the model is,
according to literature. Only for 15th metric, separability, a higher the score for the measure,
indicates a lower complexity score for the model.

Since the total number of metrics with four and five categories is almost equal, the decision is made
to use the threshold defined for the one to four scale if thresholds are available on both a one to four
and  a  one  to  five  category  scale.  This  is  also  done  with  regard  to  the  design  of  the  experiment  in
(section 5.1). An overview of the metrics and corresponding thresholds which occur in both four and
five complexity categories can be found in APPENDIX A . To ensure valid testing, section 4.2.4 includes
a validation of using a one to four scale instead of a one to five scale for the metrics thresholds
mentioned.
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Conclusion from the literature analysis

The following section contains the most relevant findings and conclusions of the literature analysis, in
combination with their implications for this research.

Thresholds are not divided into the number of categories

The study showed that not all thresholds are divided into the same number of complexity categories.
Some thresholds are defined on a scale from one to four, others are defined on a scale from one to
five and some are defined on both scales. For this research, it is important to choose one scale to be
able to consistently compare different metrics.

Research done mainly by three clusters of researchers

Analysis of these articles showed that the research in the field of thresholds for metrics in process
modelling has been done mainly by three different clusters of researchers. The first cluster is the group
of Dumas, La Rosa, Mendling and Mäesala. The second group is the group of Cardoso, García, Piatttini,
Ruíz and Sanchez. The third group is the group of Moreno-Montes De Oca, Petrusel, Reijers, Rodríguez-
Morffi and Snoeck.

Thresholds differ among authors

When comparing the different thresholds with five and four categories almost all metrics are
comparable. Only the TNG (3) metric seems to differ significantly between the two tables. Although
the differences are not only a difference between authors, sometimes even the same authors come to
different results. For example the third metric again, is mentioned with different thresholds in different
papers where Sánchez-González, García and Ruiz are all one of the authors. The implication for this
research is that thresholds with four categories for the third metric are used.

Experiments done with students

An interesting insight presented by Moreno-Montes De Oca, Snoeck, Reijers, & Rodríguez-Morffi
(2015) is that the most used research method in the field of threshold testing for business process
models, is experimentation with students as participants. For this research, professionals will be aksed
to evaluate the understandability of business process models.
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No real-life models used

All research uses similar experiments to define the thresholds. All experiments are performed with
artificial models, comparable to the one in Figure 3.5. For this research, the empirically validated
thresholds gathered by making use of these artificial models will be used to analyze real-life business
process models.

Figure 3.5: Example questions to determine thresholds (Mendling, 2012)
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4 Theoretical analysis of thresholds from real-life models
This chapter describes the gathering and analysis of the real-life business process models. First, a set
of 126 different models were gathered from EY practice. The procedure and results of doing so are
discussed in section 4.1. It must be realized that the calculation of metrics and finding the
corresponding thresholds for a large set of different models is quite an intensive job, in which mistakes
are made easily. In order to do this with as less mistakes as possible and in a time-efficient way, a
template tool is created, which is able to partially automate this process. The design and the actual
results of this tool for all measured models are discussed in section 4.2 and 4.3. This will provide an
answer to the second research question.

Real-life models gathered

In order to gather models from practice, all  70 people working in the EY – ITRA practice have been
asked to supply business process models used in their work as a professional consultant for financial
service organizations.

In order for the consultants to have sufficient guidance about which business process models to look
for, two examples were sent by mail, together with the description of some examples business
processes occurring in their practice, such as change management, incident management and service
desk handling. Since almost all models are usually indicated as being confidential, it has been explicitly
stated during the gathering of the models that all models will be treated confidentially and will be fully
anonymized when reused for further research.

Since the expectation is that not all consultants will know what a BPMN model is, due to their varying
backgrounds of study and work experience, they were asked for business process models and not
specifically for BPMN models.

Figure 4.1: Example of an undefined modelling type Figure 4.2: Example of an EPC model

In total 126 models have been gathered from practice under the condition of anonymity. These models
were received in various formats (Word, PowerPoint, PDF, Visio, etcetera); a sample consisting of:

· 67 BPMN models
· 15 EPC models (see Figure 4.2 for an example)
· 44 undefined modelling types (see Figure 4.1 for an example)

The 67 BPMN models are all models according to the BPMN semantic and therefore suitable for this
analysis based on the thresholds found in literature.
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The EPC models on the other hand, are not suitable to be used for analysis, since the metrics defined
in section 3.2, are not based on the EPC semantic. The undefined modelling types are models which
are similar to BPMN models, however these models are not fully according the BPMN standard. For
example, some new, undefined symbols are included in order to explain some specific parts in the
process. Since these models are not completely according the BPMN standard they are not suitable for
this research. Thus, in total 67 suitable process models were gathered in this phase.

Metric measurement and complexity evaluation for gathered business process
models

This section consists of four different parts. In the first part the list of metrics introduced in section
3.2.1 is extended with some relevant sub-metrics for easy and automatic calculation of the metric
values for all process models. The second part is about implementing automated calculation from a
specific measure to a complexity score, including validation. The third is part measuring all relevant
models. The fourth and last part is about the validation of the measurement tool.

Adding metrics and metric validation

The metrics included have been defined in section 3.2.1. In order to calculate these metrics some sub-
metrics are added (Table 4-1). These metrics are added to simplify the measurement process. The table
contains the number, name and reason for adding the sub-metric.

Nr. Name Definition

8.1 Number of AND
Gateways

Added in order to calculate the gateway heterogeneity (8) automatically
together with the total number of gateways (3). Counts the total number
of AND gateways.

8.2 Number of OR
Gateways

Added in order to calculate the gateway heterogeneity (8) automatically
together with the total number of gateways (3). Counts the total number
of OR gateways.

8.3 Number of XOR
Gateways

Added in order to calculate the gateway heterogeneity (8) automatically
together with the total number of gateways (3). Counts the total number
of XOR gateways.

15.1 Number of Cut Vertices Added to calculate the separability (15). Number of cut-vertices, counts
the number of activity nodes whose deletion breaks up the graph in two
or more disconnected components (Mendling, Neumann, et al., 2007)

16.1 Arcs between non
gateway nodes

Added to calculate the sequentiality (16). Number of sequence flows
between non-gateway nodes (Sánchez-González et al., 2013).

23.1 Number of Flows
between lanes

Added to calculate the connectivity level between lanes (23). Number of
Flows between lanes in the process (crossing lanes) (Abran, 2009)

Table 4-1: Newly added sub-metrics

An overview of all metrics including the definition and calculation per metric can be found in
APPENDIX B . APPENDIX B also shows per metric if it needs to be measured manually or if it can be
calculated automatically based on other (sub-) metrics. The definitions used in APPENDIX B should be
sufficient for BPMN process modellers to come to the same results, which is also validated in section
4.2.4.2
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Not all measures described in section 3.2 are included in the tool. Table 4-2 shows these measures and
the reason why they are not included in the tool.

Nr. Name Reason for not being integrated in the tool

24 Token split Every model with one split directly scores difficult (2 out of 5), and every
model with more than one split scores very difficult (1 out of 5). Therefore
there is much reason to assume that the used calculation is not according
the threshold values.

25 Gate -
complexity
perspective

Since this metric is a weighted average combined of the following
metrics: CFC(1), TNG (3), GM(9), GH(8), AGD(10) & MGD(11), and for
many models not all of these metrics are applicable and can therefore
not be measured (Sánchez-González et al., 2012).

Table 4-2: Metrics not included in the tool

Metric measurement tool

After all metrics are defined, the following screenshot is taken from the tool (in Excel) (Figure 4.3). This
screenshot shows all metrics which need to be measured in order to be able to calculate the threshold
values. This list corresponds with the overview of metrics in APPENDIX B .

Figure 4.3: Screenshot of measuring model tool

Figure 4.3 above shows the template in which all  blank cells need to be filled in. The blank cells in
Figure 4.3 correspond to the metrics mentioned in APPENDIX B with manual (M) calculation, these are
the only metrics that needs to be calculated manually. The orange cells in Figure 4.3 correspond to the
metrics mentioned in APPENDIX B with automatic (A) calculation and are calculated automatically
based on their dependence on the other metrics.

In  order  for  this  tool  to  be  able  to  compare  complexity  scores,  the  five  category  thresholds  are
recalculated to four. For example, a complexity score of 3 on a scale from one to five is recalculated to
3/5*4=2.4.
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The tool also calculates the weighted average score across all metrics per model. This is used as the
score to  efficiently  compare the models,  as  it  reflects  one summarizing score for  each model.  The
weighted average calculation is based on the assumption that all metrics are equally relevant for
overall model complexity. Therefore, all metrics which have a complexity score are weighted equally
to come to this score. At this moment there is no theoretical ground for prioritizing any metric above
another.

The overall weighted average score is chosen over the median in order to also take possible relevant
outliers into account. The reason for doing so is that it cannot be assumed that one outlier value for a
specific metric does not considerably influence the model’s complexity. For example a model which
contains not many attributes, and is therefore scoring high on size related complexity metrics such as
TNSF (2), TNA (4), NN (5), can still score very low on control flow complexity aspects related to OR-
gateway splits such as CFCOR (1.1).

Metric values for all real-life business process models

With the tool, the 67 business process models mentioned in section 4.1 are measured and
correspondingly, the tool calculates their complexity scores, in the same way as done for the business
process model example in 3.2. Figure 4.4 shows a screenshot of the metrics of models 18, 66 and 67.
Figure 4.5 on the right side, shows the corresponding complexity categories for these models (on 4
point scale – with being 1 very complex and 4 being very simple). Model 18 can be found in Figure 5.1,
model 66 can be found in Figure 5.3 and model 67 can be found in Figure 5.2.

Figure 4.4: Measured models 18, 66 & 67
Figure 4.5: Complexity category values for model 18, 66 & 67

Where “N/A” appears in Figure 4.5, it is impossible to calculate the metric value due to dependency of
that particular metric on other unavailable metrics for that model (for example: AGD and MGD cannot
be calculated if there are no gateways, see Figure 5.1). A complete overview of all metrics measured
for all the models can be found in APPENDIX D , and a complete overview of the corresponding
complexity classification for these models can be found in APPENDIX E . The analysis of these models
will be discussed in more detail in section 4.3.2.
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Validation of measurement tool

The measurement tool is validated in order ensure that results of this tool can be trusted. This is done
based on three different exercises. The first validation is done with the use of other papers calculating
similar metrics, and performed to ensure that the metric definitions are implemented correctly and in
a re-useable way. The second validation is done with a BPMN expert, in order to validate the metric
definitions and the calculations results. The third validation is done in order to calculate the influence
of the decision made in 3.2, about not using the five category scale thresholds.

4.2.4.1 Validation of metric measurement with example papers

The goal of this validation is to validate if definitions and calculations are defined and interpreted
correctly. This validation is done through comparison with papers which calculate values for the same
metrics. By using the example business process models visible in the papers and the metric results
mentioned in the same paper, it is possible to compare the results with the results from the tool. An
overview of these papers with corresponding examples of measures can be found in APPENDIX C .

An example of the CFC, GM, GH, AGD, MGD and TNG metrics which are validated with the paper of
Sánchez-González et al. (2012) can be found in Figure 4.6 below. In addition to this figure, the
corresponding calculations for this example are visible in Table 4-3.

Figure 4.6: Example of calculations of measures (Sánchez-González et al., 2012)

Nr. Name Definition

1 CFC − 	 = 	1		
− = 2 + 3	 = 	5	
− 	 = 	2 	− 1 = 3

	 	 = − + − + − = 	1	 + 	5	 + 	3	 = 	9

9 GM + + = 2 + 2 + 0 = 4

8 GH + + =
−2
5
∗ log

−2
5

+
−1
5
∗ log

−1
5

+
−3
5
∗ log

−3
5

= 0.33 + 0.31 + 0.27 = 0.92

10 AGD 1
6

(3 + 4 + 4 + 3 + 6 + 5) = 4.17

11 MGD 6 (AND1 is the gateway with the most incoming and outgoing sequence flows)

3 TNG OR+XOR+AND=1+3+2=6
Table 4-3: Example calculations for Figure 4.6
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For all the metrics and corresponding papers in APPENDIX C a similar validation is done. The outcomes
of the measurement tool do not show any discrepancies, which is an indication of the proper working
of the measurement tool.

4.2.4.2 Validation of metric measurement with BPMN expert

Since measuring all 67 models is partially done manually a validation is performed by an expert in the
domain of process modelling. This BPMN expert was selected based on his experience in BPMN and
knowledge of process modelling. The goal of this validation exercise was to find any measurement
errors and unclear metric definitions. Due to time constraints a random sample of four out of 67
models was selected. Metrics not occurring are validated in additional models in which the missing
metrics can be measured.

A random generator was used to randomly select four models for validation by the expert. The models
51,  21,  44  and  35  were  randomly  selected  for  validation.  In  order  to  ensure  that  all  metrics  were
validated at least once, models 54 and 67 were added. For these models, it is also possible to calculate
metrics CFCOR (1.2), CFCAND (1.3) and NMF (18). The BPMN expert received the models, together with
the definitions given in APPENDIX B and an empty screen similar to the one presented in Figure 4.3,
and was subsequently asked to manually redo the measurement and to calculate the corresponding
complexity values.

This validation session resulted in three main improvements. First of all, the definition of the gateway
mismatch (9) appeared to be an insufficiently clear basis for measurement. Second, the calculation for
the CFCOR (1.2) measure was changed because of mistake in the calculation (Cardoso, 2006) (Sánchez-
González et al., 2012). Third, the sequentiality (16) measure was adjusted to an exact reflection of
Mendling (2012). This validation resulted in the final list of definitions and calculations used, this final
list can be found in APPENDIX B .
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4.2.4.3 Validation of the use of four or five complexity category thresholds

The tool described in section 4.2.2 is based on the thresholds as defined in section 3.2. For some
metrics, there are thresholds available in 1-4 and 1-5 categories (APPENDIX A ). In section 3.3.1, the
decision is made to use the thresholds defined for the 1-4 scale when both are available. In order to
measure the impact of this decision, a validation is performed in this section. This is done by calculating
the difference in the complexity values if the 1-5 scale and corresponding thresholds were used, this
difference is calculated both absolute difference and relative difference.

An example of these calculations is illustrated in Table 4-4 with model 66. This example and the results
for all other 66 models can be found in APPENDIX F . The left half of Table 4-4 shows the complexity
scores  on  a  1-5  scale  and  on  a  1-4  scale.  These  columns  correspond  with  the  first  two  tables  in
APPENDIX F. The column with the relative difference calculates the difference with the actual numbers
given and can hence be both positive and negative. The last column indicates the absolute difference
and is thus always a positive number. Both the absolute and relative differences are calculated since
negative differences cancel out positive differences, which will hence not reflect in the overall model
score. However, it is still relevant to get an insight on these relative differences. By comparing absolute
and relative differences one can see to which degree differences are structurally positive, negative or
if both positive and negative differences occur for a particular model.

# Metric
Complex
scale 1-5

Complex
scale 1-4

Relative
difference

Absolute
difference

2 TNSF 2.4 2 2.4-2 = 0.4 |2.4-2| = 0.4
3 TNG 1.6 2 1.6-2 = -0.4 |2-1.6| = 0.4
5 NN 1.6 2 -0,4 0,4
6 TNE 1.6 2 -0,4 0,4
7 ND 3.2 4 -0,8 0,8

16 SEQ 3.2 3 0,2 0,2
17 NSFE 2.4 3 -2,2 2,2

Average
per model:

2.87 2.95 2.87-2.95 =
-0.08

|2.87-2.95|=
0.08

Table 4-4: Example calculations of model 66 for choosing 1-4 instead of the 1-5 thresholds

The average column in Table 4-5 shows the average absolute difference per metric over all 67 models.
The second column (count>0.4) counts the number of times the difference is more than 0.4 (or lower
than -0.4) in one row. The right half of the table shows the same information only then with absolute
differences. More details and reasons for identifying 0.4 as the threshold difference, can be found in
APPENDIX G .

 Relative difference Absolute difference
# Metric Average Count > 0.4 Average Count > 0.4

2 TNSF -0.10 11 0.16 11
3 TNG -0.34 31 0.37 31
5 NN 0.02 2 0.05 2
6 TNE -0.35 34 0.42 34
7 ND -0.33 36 0.50 36

16 SEQ -0.69 46 0.69 46
17 NSFE -0.32 34 0.43 34
Weighted average: -0.06 0 0.07 0

Table 4-5: Validation of four versus five category complexity thresholds
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The complexity value for the CLP (23) metric scores 4 for every single model when it is recalculated
from the 1-5 scale to the 1-4 scale. There is no other metric for which all models score 4. This is an
indication that the thresholds determined for this metric are inadequate. Therefore, this metric is
dropped from the validation, and only the metrics visible in Table 4-5 are used for validation. For a
complete overview of the calculations for the CLP (23) metric, see APPENDIX F .

Table 4-5 shows that the sequentiality metric (16) has the highest average relative difference, which is
-0.69. Also, the absolute difference for this metric is the same, indicating that when using the 1-5
complexity scale the complexity value for this metric would be structurally less. All other metrics show
that the absolute difference is larger than the non-absolute difference, indicating that positive and
negative difference balance each other. This indicates that dropping the thresholds that have been
defined on a 1-5 scale which have also been defined on a 1-4 scale does not significantly influence the
overall model score.

The last row shows the effect of using the five category metrics on the overall weighted average score
for all models. The number shown next to the weighted average score counts the number of times the
overall difference in the complexity score is more than 0.2. The largest absolute difference found for a
single model is only 0.18, see APPENDIX F.

Hence, Table 4-5 shows that the decision for choosing the four category metrics has no significant
impact on the overall scores for model complexity.
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Complexity value evaluation for all real-life business process models

This section describes the threshold evaluation of real-life business process models and consists of two
different parts. First, the individual metric scores are evaluated, analyzing the result per individual
metric for all models. Second, the overall model scores are evaluated.

Individual metric analysis

# metric Score: 1 Score: 2 Score: 3 Score: 4 Average
score

Standard
deviation

1 CFC 0 1 1 65 4.0 0.4
1.1 CFCXOR 0 1 17 49 3.7 0.5
1.2 CFCOR 1 0 2 64 3.9 0.5
1.3 CFCAND 0 5 0 62 3.9 0.6
2 TNSF 0 3 5 59 3.8 0.6
3 TNG 1 2 17 47 3.6 0.7
4 TNA 0 2 15 50 3.8 0.5
5 NN 2 0 2 63 3.9 0.6
6 TNE 1 2 10 54 3.7 0.7
7 ND 1 14 0 52 3.5 0.9
8 GH 1 1 1 64 3.9 0.5
9 GM 0 0 11 56 3.8 0.4
10 AGD 0 1 2 47 3.9 0.3
11 MGD 0 2 8 40 3.8 0.4
12 DIA 0 25 34 8 2.9 0.7
13 DEN 0 16 51 0 2.8 0.4
14 CNC 0 59 8 0 2.1 0.3
15 SEP 1 16 22 28 3.2 0.8
16 SEQ 6 14 18 29 3.0 1.0
17 NSFE 0 1 12 54 3.8 0.5
18 NMF 2 0 0 65 3.9 0.6
19 NSFG 0 1 16 50 3.7 0.6
20 NDOIN 0 0 7 60 3.9 0.3
21 NDOOUT 1 2 4 60 3.8 0.5
22 NP 2 31 25 9 2.8 0.8
23 CLP 0 2 30 35 3.5 0.5

Sum: 19 201 318 1170 3.57 0.3
Table 4-6: Individual metric analysis

Table 4-6 shows the distribution of scores and the average threshold scores per metric for all 67 models
measured.

The analysis of the scores per metric show several interesting characteristics. The first characteristic
that stands out is that for most models, the score 4 is given most frequently, 1170 times in total. In
contrast, score 3, the second most frequent score is only given 318 times. The least frequent score is
the score of 1 representing very complex models, which is given only 19 times in 23 metrics for 67
models.
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Metrics 1 through 11 show hardly any distinction in complexity scores: the vast majority of models
scores simple to very simple. Subsequently, metrics 12 through 14 and 22 show hardly any very simple
or very complex scores.

The column with standard deviations quantifies the amount of variation scored per metric. This column
shows that the standard deviation differs 0.3 for the NDOIN (20) metric and 1.0 for the SEQ (16) metric,
indicating limited variation in values per metric across all models. In addition the boxplots below give
an overview of the variation of scores per metric. The red lines show the average complexity score for
the particular metric. The boxplot per metric indicates the discriminative power of the particular metric
for this sample of models.

Figure 4.7: Boxplots of metric values (in more detail in APPENDIX I )

The boxplot in Figure 4.7 (visible in more detail visible APPENDIX I ) shows that the DEN (13) and CNC
(14) metric have a minimum score of 2 and maximum score of 3, while all other metrics show both
more variation and overall less complex scores. This indicates that the models included in this sample
are particularly complex when assessing complexity on the basis of the DEN (13) and CNC (14) metric.
It could possibly indicate that these metric thresholds are incorrect, however this could also only be
the case for this sample of models.

For the DIA (12) metric the boxplot shows that the second and third quartile (indicated by the box) lie
within the scores of 2.4 and 3.2. On the contrary, the MGD (11) boxplot shows that the second and
third quartile of the scores are both around the score 4, for example.

The SEP (15) and SEQ (16)  metric  show a broader  range in  complexity  scores  indicating that  these
metrics are more suitable for differentiating the models from this sample than the other metrics. On
the other hand, the CFC (1), AGD (10), GM (8) and MGD (11) metrics, for example, show considerably
less variation for the models. This raises the question whether or not these metrics are appropriate
metrics to use when discriminating models based on their complexity.
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Table 4-7 shows the degree to which individual metrics are able to identify overall model complexity.
The complete overview of this table can be found in APPENDIX K . This table provides insight into which
individual metrics have the closest score to the overall model score. Based on the assumption that the
weighted average of model complexity is a useful characteristic for determining model complexity,
these individual metrics are hence reliable predictors for overall model complexity. On the contrary,
the metrics in the last four rows appear to be unreliable predictors for overall model complexity. It
must be mentioned that this can be only be concluded for the models included in this analysis, and
thus can differ for a larger or different sample of models.

Nr. Label # same as average Percentage

1.1 CFCXOR 61 91%

19 NSFG 60 90%

3 TNG 59 88%

9 GM 59 88%

2 TNSF 53 79%

4 TNA 52 78%

1.2 CFCOR 50 75%

5 NN 50 75%

17 NSFE 50 75%
…. …. …. ….

13 DEN 18 27%

12 DIA 11 16%

22 NL 10 15%

14 CNC 2 3%
Table 4-7: Individual metric ability to identify overall model complexity (complete in: APPENDIX K

A notable aspect is that while the most frequent overall model score is 4, the top three metrics scoring
well in this table are not metrics which always score 4, as can be seen in the boxplots in Figure 4.7. The
boxplots show considerable variation in the results for these metrics. On the other hand the metrics
scoring poor in this table do also show some variation DIA (12) & NL (22). This indicates that there
appears to be no relation between the spread of the metric complexity scores and the predictive ability
of the metrics.

Another notable aspect that shows from this table is that most of the metrics which are highly able to
predict overall model complexity are related to sequence flows. The CFCXOR (1.1) metric has a relation
with outgoing sequence flows from XOR-splits, the NSFG (19)  metric  is  based  on  the  number  of
outgoing sequence flows from gateways and of course the TNSF (2) metric measuring all sequence
flows in a model.

Additionally, it stands out that the DEN (13) and CNC (14) metrics score low, even though they are both
a combination of the NN (5), TNA (4) and TNSF (2) metrics, which score high. In other words, combining
two “useful” metrics into one metric does not necessarily lead to another “useful” metric.
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An explanation for this can either be that the threshold for this metric is inadequately determined, or
because the suggested relation between the two “useful” metrics does not exist in the way as defined
by the DEN (13) or CNC (14) metric, for the models included in this sample.

Model analysis

The analysis of all 67 models from the practice of EY is summarized in the table below. First of all, the
average  weighted  score  across  all  models  is  3.6,  which  means  that  on  average,  the  models  under
analysis used in the practice of EY can be valued as fairly simple to very simple, according to literature.
19  models  are  identified  as fairly simple, whereas 48 models are identified as very simple. The
minimum weighted average score is  2.6  (for  model  67).  This  means that  this  model  is,  in  absolute
terms, closest to be being categorized as fairly simple, yet relative to the other models in the sample,
it is the most complex model. The maximum weighted average score, for hence the least complex
model in this sample, is 3.8 (for model 18).

Number of models: 67

Average weighted score: 3.6

Minimum weighted score: 2.6

Maximum weighted score: 3.8
….

Number of models score 1 (very complex): 0

Number of models score 2 (fairly complex): 0

Number of models score 3 (fairly simple): 19

Number of models score 4 (very simple): 48
Table 4-8: Results of model analysis

In Figure 4.8 on the next page the boxplots diagrams are shown per model, the red dots indicate the
weighted average score for that specific model. These boxplots are visible in more detail in APPENDIX
J . The boxplots also confirm that the metrics for all models score very high on the complexity scale,
although almost all models do have a metric with a complexity value of 2. The boxplots visualize the
variation in complexity values per model.

The decision for using the overall weighted average score instead of the median, made in section 4.2.2
can be reflected on by analyzing Figure 4.8, in which the weighted average has been plotted within the
boxplot for each model. For almost all models the median would have been higher, due to the fact that
the influence of the outliers is less on the median than on the weighted average. For example looking
at  model  58 the median would have resulted in  a  complexity  score of  4,  while  using the weighted
average resulted in the score of 3.3. As can be seen in APPENDIX E , this is due to the low complexity
scores for the SEP (15) and NL (22) metrics. Both of these metrics describe relevant complexity
characteristics of this specific model, which would not have been taken into account properly when
using the median score. This indicates that the overall weighted average is a better suitable measure
for scoring the overall models.

The boxplots show that for example the models 20 and 21 have similar weighted average complexity
score, but there is more variation in the different metric complexity values. This is an indication that a
boxplot is a more complete way to indicate the overall complexity value of a business process model.
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An option may be to score models on different categories of individual metrics, such as metrics related
to size and metrics related to gateway complexity, which would result in a multi-facetted score for the
model. This could be addressed in future research.

Figure 4.8: Boxplots of the complexity scores of all models (in more detail in APPENDIX J
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Conclusion of analysis of real-life business process models

A number of conclusions can be drawn from the theoretical analysis of 67 models from the practice of
EY-ITRA.

According to the thresholds set by existing literature, neither fairly complex nor very complex models
tend to be used within the daily practice of EY-ITRA. A possible explanation could be that in practice,
business process models frequently need to be presented in a simple manner, in for example
PowerPoint or Word, because of the fact that the majority of the audiences prefer to be informed in
this way. To be able to do so, it is often chosen to either simplify or split the model, which results in
relatively simple representations of business processes.

Besides the overall complexity the following metrics appear to be of relatively high predictive value for
the overall complexity of the models in the sample: CFCOR (1.1), NSFG (19), TNG (3), GM (9), TNSF (2),
TNA (4), CFCOR (1.2), NN (5) and NSFE (17). In contrary to the metrics which have a high predictive
value there are also metrics which have a low predictive value. The complexity scores for the, CNC (14),
NL (22) & DIA (22)  metrics  differ  the  most  from  the  overall  weighted  average.  This  could  indicate
incorrect threshold values, or that it is perhaps wise to even drop these metrics from the overall
ranking. Another possibility is that these metrics indicate interesting characteristics from the model
not caught in other metrics, and therefore relevant to keep in the overall score for the model. Although
this  conclusion  is  only  based  on  this  sample,  this  only  implies  that  this  might  be  true  for  more  or
different metrics in other samples.

Some metrics show a considerably larger range of complexity scores, such as the SEP (15) and SEQ (16)
metrics. This shows that these metrics are better able to differentiate the models in this sample based
on their complexity. However, other metrics, for example the CFC (1), AGD (10), GM (8) and MGD (11)
metrics, show hardly any variation in their complexity values across all models, which indicates that
these metrics possess less discriminative power for this sample of models. This raises the question
wheter or not these metrics are appropriate metrics to use as an indication of model complexity.

The boxplots indicate that some models which have the same overall weighted average score do have
a different boxplot, indicating the variation across metric values for these models varies. This questions
the use of the overall weighted average as one complexity score for the model. Another possibility is
scoring the models on different categorized metrics resulting in a multiple score for the model. Possible
categories of (combined) metrics could be related to the size, gateway complexity or sequentiality of
the model. This could be addressed in future research.

The application of thresholds found in literature results in complexity scores defining the complexity
category of a particular model, however it is important to always keep in mind that this application can
only be done on attributes which can be measured. Other aspects, which are more subjective, are
much harder to measure, for example: lay-out, used words or the context and pre-knowledge of a
reader about the process. These attributes cannot be captured in the metrics included in this analysis.
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5 Evaluate model complexity with professionals
This chapter elaborates upon the design of the experiment which is used to evaluate model complexity
with professionals working at EY-ITRA. For this experiment, three models from the previous section
are selected and an additional model from outside this research is added in order to compare the
theoretically determined complexity with the complexity that is perceived by professionals. The design
and results of this experiment are evaluated in this chapter. Hence this chapter will answer the third
and fourth research question of this research.

First, the design of the experiment is described, followed by the results of the experiments conducted
among 25 professionals who use process modelling in their daily practice. The third section consists of
a discussion of the results.

Experiment design

In this section, the design of the experiment is explained in more detail. To be able to compare
perceived complexity with theoretical complexity, the professionals are asked to score four models on
a  complexity  scale  of  1-4  (Very  simple  /  Fairly  simple  /  Fairly  complex  /  Very  complex).  With  this
experiment, the model complexity that the professionals perceive can be determined.

Selected business process models

The three models selected for the experiment are listed on the next page. These models have been
selected based on their theoretical complexity results from the tool. The most (model: 67, ii) (Figure
5.2) and least (model: 18, i)  (Figure 5.1) complex models are chosen, as well as a model with other
interesting metric characteristics, model 66 iii  (Figure 5.3). This model scores higher on size related
metrics as TNA (4), NN (5), TNE (6) and DIA (12), and less on the gateway complexity related metrics in
comparison to model ii.

The three selected models present a limited range of the weighted average for complexity (2.62 –
3.84). In order to obtain a more complete overview another more complex process model from outside
the practice of EY is added (model iv) (Figure 5.4). This model is also a model from practice and was
used in the research of Turetken, Rompen, Vanderfeesten, Dikici, & van Moll (2016)2. It has a weighted
average score of 1.98. Detailed scores for individual metrics and corresponding thresholds for each of
the four models included in the experiment can be found in APPENDIX L .

Model: I (Figure 5.1) ii (Figure 5.2) iii (Figure 5.3) iv* (Figure 5.4)
Weighted average

complexity: 3.84 2.62 2.95 1.98

Model no. 18 67 66 68
Table 5-1: Characteristics of models used for the experiment *the added complex model

All models, not only the ones indicated as confidential, which are used in the experiment have been
anonymized in order to ensure consistent model properties across the experiment. By removing the
labels also the influence of domain knowledge is reduced. Apart from this anonymization, the
properties of the original models are not changed. Only text labels are removed to anonymize the
models. The selected models as presented on the next page can be found in more detail APPENDIX M

2 http://is.ieis.tue.nl/staff/oturetken/index.php/process-models/

http://is.ieis.tue.nl/staff/oturetken/index.php/process-models/
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Figure 5.1: Model i

Figure 5.2: Model ii

Figure 5.3: Model iii

Figure 5.4: Newly added model iv
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Experiment questions

In order to evaluate complexity of the four business process models, participants were asked to answer
several questions about the business process models. Questions to determine thresholds for
complexity scores as formulated by other researchers form the basis of the questions included in this
experiment Sánchez-González et al.(2012) & Mendling et al. (2012).

To verify that the professional is indeed a sufficiently experienced process modeller, the first question
asked is if the participant has any experience in process modelling in general, and with the BPMN
notation in particular. This is done in order to ensure that only the opinion of participants with
experience in process modelling is included.

In addition, three questions related to the behaviour of the model are asked, also in order to validate
if the participant indeed understands the given models (Figure 5.5). These questions are based on the
work of Sánchez-González et al, (2012). All three questions are related to different aspects of the
models, for example; gateways, data-interaction or actor interaction. For a more detailed explanation
of the relation between the specific question and the model aspects see APPENDIX O .

Figure 5.5: understandability questions for model i

The questions related to the experience of the process modeller and the questions about the
behaviour of the model are used to validate the skills of the process modeller.

The main goal of the experiment is to gather the professionals’ opinion about the complexity of the
business process models. This is reflected in the last question of the experiment per model, visible in
Figure 5.6, this question is based on a similar question in the work of Mendling et al. (2012).

Figure 5.6: The complexity question for every model

In addition, a last concluding question is added to the experiment. The question asks to order all
models included in the experiment from most simple to most complex. This question is added to not
only ask the absolute complexity score of model but to also be able to compare different models by
determining their relative complexity. This allows to distinguish the models even if they had would
been rated with the same absolute level of complexity by the professionals. The complete experiment
design, including all questions can be found in APPENDIX M .
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Experiment set-up

Four different versions of the experiment were created in order to minimize the effect of the order in
which the participants see the different models. An overview of these four versions can be found in
Table 5-2. The questions, including the models and the accompanying letter can be found in APPENDIX
M .

Question Version: A Version: B Version: C Version: D
1: i iii ii iv
2: ii i iv iii
3: iii Ii iii i
4: iv iv i ii
Table 5-2: Assignment of models per version

The experiments have been conducted in an offline environment, in which one participant at a time
participated in the experiment. The experiments were conducted on a printed paper with a
corresponding printed answer sheet (APPENDIX N ). It took participants on average 25 minutes to finish
the complete experiment. Participation in the experiment was voluntary. No irregular conditions have
interrupted the experiments. The next section discusses the results of the experiment.

Experiment results

The results of the experiment can be divided according to the three types of questions asked. The first
section contains the results of the questions related to experience and model behavior. The second
section contains the results of the complexity questions. The third and last section describes the results
of the model ordering question.

In total, 25 professionals have participated in the experiment. All participants work in the EY-ITRA
team, work in Amsterdam, and are both male and female. Most participants were Dutch, but some
had other nationalities, such as Italian, German or Indian. Due to the size of the group it was not
possible to ask for demographic information while having to guarantee their anonymity. A complete
overview of the (anonymized) participants and their answers can be found in APPENDIX P .

Questions related to experience and model behavior

Experience in process modeling Experience with BPMN

Number of participants: 17 9
Table 5-3: Results of the question regarding experience with process modelling and BMPN

Of all 25 participants only 17 said to have experience in process modelling, 9 said to have experience
with the BPMN semantics (Table 5-3). This however, is in contrary to the answers provided for the
understandability questions, where participants who said to have no experience in process modelling
answered the understandability questions with only one mistake (participants 20). Also, there were
participants stating that they had experience with process modelling and BPMN who still made more
mistakes than average for the understandability questions (participants 5 & 10 for example). Therefore
only the answers for the understandability questions are used to check if the participants have indeed
understood the business process models. See APPENDIX P and APPENDIX Q for more details.

Since the goal of the experiment is to assess how professionals perceive the complexity of models, it
is not necessary for the participants to answer all questions right.
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However, results of participants who do not seem to understand the business process models at all,
need to be filtered out, because these participants are most probably not able enough to score the
models on complexity. The overall results of the understandability questions are shown in Table 5-4.
The decision is made to remove results from participants who have more than four mistakes out of 12
(four models, three understandability questions per model). Four is chosen as the threshold value of
mistakes made, since it’s the sum of the average and the standard deviation. This affects the results of
participants 3 and 21.

Number
participants

Average
wrong

Standard
deviation Median min max

25 2.68 1.29 3 0 5
Table 5-4: Results understandability questions

Additionally, participants who answered all questions wrong for one model are removed from the
results as well. Answering all understandability questions wrong for one model implies that they did
not understand the business process model sufficiently. This affected only the results of participant 16
who answered all questions wrong regarding model ii, see APPENDIX Q for all three removed results.

Table 5-5 shows the distribution of participants over the different versions before and after removing
three participants from the results.

Version Number of
participants

Number of results
eventually used

A: 6 6

B: 7 6

C: 6 5

D: 6 5

Total: 25 22
Table 5-5: Experiment participants

The resulting sample of participants made an average of 2.5 mistakes in the complete experiment, with
a minimum of zero and a maximum of four mistakes made. The scores of all the participants can be
found in more detail in APPENDIX Q .
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Results of the questions related to the model complexity scores

The complexity scores given by the participants need to be transformed from 1-4 to 4-1, in order to
have the same numbers as used in the theoretical evaluation (see section 4.2.2). The results are
summarized in Table 5-6.

Model
Average

complexity
score

Most often
scored
(mode)

Standard
deviation

Minimum
score

Maximum
score

Theoretical
weighted
average

i 3.73 4 0.54 3 4 3.84

ii 2.82 3 0.49 2 4 2.62

iii 2.36 2 0.66 1 4 2.95

iv 2.05 2 0.72 1 4 1.98

Table 5-6: Results of complexity questions

Table 5-6 shows that the average complexity score given to model i is 3.73, and the most given score
is 4. This corresponds with the theoretical weighted average score for this model of 3.84 (see the end
of APPENDIX M ). This is also the case for the models ii and iv. All three models score comparable to
their theoretical weighted average score of section 4.3. However for model iii, the difference between
theory  and  practice  is  larger.  The  weighted  average  score  is  2.36  and  the  model  scores  a  2  most
frequently, whereas the theoretical weighted average score is close to 3.

The column indicating the standard deviation shows that the perceived complexity by professionals is
not very unambiguous. All the models show that multiple complexity scores lie within the range of the
standard deviation. One participant (nr. 19) scored all the models very simple (4), and also answered
the understandability questions correctly. This is the reason for the maximum score being 4 for every
model.
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Ordering the models

The results of the question which asks to order the models according to their complexity also need to
be recalculated from 1-4 to 4-1, in order to be able to compare them to the results from the analysis
of the model based on theory (see section 4.3). The results of this question are summarized in Table
5-7.

Order according to
experiment

Number of times
mentioned on this

place

Order according
to theory

1 (very
simple) i 20 (90%) i (3.84)

2 (fairly
simple) ii 18 (82%) iii (2.95)

3 (fairly
complex) iii 15 (68%) ii (2.62)

4 (very
complex) iv 15 (68%) iv (1.98)

Table 5-7: Results of ordering models according to their complexity (difference highlighted in bold)

Table 5-7 shows that 20 out of 22 participants perceive model i as the most simple model when asked
to rank all the models based on their complexity. On the basis of theory, this model is also scored as
least complex. For model iv, the results from the experiment and from theory also correspond: both
in theory and in practice, model iv is identified as the most complex model.

The difference from theory appears for models ii and iii. According to the majority of the professionals,
model iii is more complex than model ii. However, according to the theoretical weighted average score,
model ii is (slightly) more complex than model iii. Yet, it must be mentioned that both the theoretical
difference and the practically perceived difference between model ii and iii is minimal. This not only
reflects from the results from the participants as shown in Table 5-7, but also from the boxplots in
Figure 4.8.

The difference between the models is relatively small. They differ on the metrics related to size; TNA
(4), NN (5), TNE (6) and DIA (12), and related to the gateway complexity metrics CFCOR (1.1), TNG (3)
and ND (7), see Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5.

Based on the ordering questions it is not possible to determine if the professionals assign more
complexity to the size related metrics more or less complex that the gateway complexity related
metrics. Based on the ordering question it appears that they find the gateway related metrics slightly
less  complex  than  the  size  related  metrics.  However,  this  conclusion  can  be  drawn  for  these  two
models only. Another possibility for the difference in the order of the models between theory and
practice might be caused by the different lay-out of the models, which is not captured in the theoretical
evaluation. The lay-out of model ii appears to be less structured due the ordering of processing starting
from various places in the graph (Figure 5.3).
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Results and discussion

Although the results from the experiment and theory are not completely similar, the scores are mostly
comparable for both the absolute complexity scoring and the relative ordering question. Especially for
the absolute complexity scoring part of the experiment, it is remarkable that the perceived average
complexity scores are so close to the theoretical complexity scores.

At the same time it stood out that professionals were not aware of their own business process model
understanding abilities. Participants stating to have experience in process modelling and BPMN
answered several questions wrong. In contrast, some participants stating to have no experience in
process modelling or BPMN at all were able to answer only one mistake.

Additional feedback gathered during the experiment showed that some participant had problems with
understanding some of the symbols. Interestingly, this also involved participants who said to have both
experience in process modelling and with the BPMN notation. This mainly concerned the Inclusive OR
symbol (which is visible in model ii, Figure 5.2). Hence, it can be said that among the participants in
this experiment, the inclusion of this type of split seems to a relatively large influence on the model
complexity. Another notable aspect is that only one participant noticed the modularity aspect in the
most simple model, although this had no implication for the asked questions.

Other feedback gathered was participants perceived model iv as more complex at first sight, however,
when looking at the models in more detail, some participants mentioned that they would eventually
pick  model  iii  as  the  more  complex  one  due  to  its  overall  lay-out  (while  describing  properties  as:
structuredness and sequentiality). It is relevant to mention that not all of these aspects are captured
by the metrics as identified by literature, and correspondingly presented in section 3.2. This indicates
that model complexity cannot be fully captured by the current set of complexity metrics as defined in
literature.

Although this research focuses only on the pragmatic quality and hence on the complexity of business
process models, the perceived complexity could be defined by more aspects than only objectively
measureable metrics. Other aspects, which are much harder to measure, such as for example lay-out,
used words or pre-knowledge might influence the complexity that professionals perceive. Since it is
not possible to fully isolate the metrics as defined in literature, this should be taken into consideration
when interpreting the results of this experiment. These aspects need further exploration.
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6 Conclusion
The main objective of this research was to validate existing complexity categories based on existing
process model quality metric thresholds from literature with real-life business process models, and to
validate these categories with business process modelling professionals. This goal is achieved by
measuring and analyzing models from practice based on metric threshold theory. In addition, these
results are validated with a complexity evaluation experiment conducted among professionals.

This chapter describes the conclusions of this research, followed by its contribution, limitations and
possibilities for future research.

Conclusion

Based on the results of this research, it can be concluded that complexity categories as defined by
thresholds set in literature are applicable to real-life business process models, as they are able to
categorize these real-life business process models based on their complexity. These categories are also
reflected in professionals’ assessment of model complexity, because model complexity as defined by
metric thresholds set in literature, and model complexity as perceived by professionals, are similar,
based on a weighted average complexity score per model.

With regard to the first objective of this research: applying thresholds for complexity metrics as set in
literature to real-life business process models, a number of conclusions can be drawn.

First of all, this research shows that current metric definitions are not unambiguous and even differ
among authors. Despite this fact, the research presents a clear overview of all metrics and
corresponding thresholds as determined by various authors.

Second, what stands out from previous research on thresholds for complexity metrics, is that the
complexity categories used differ from one another. Some metrics are divided into a 1-4 complexity
scale,  while  some are divided into a  1-5  category  complexity  scale,  and some even into both.  This
research combines the different thresholds and thresholds categories for all relevant metrics into one
tool, with one complexity category definition scale from 1-4, which is able to incorporate all metrics
into the calculation of one weighted average complexity score per model.

Third, it must be mentioned that up to this point, no methodology for overall assessment of the
complexity of a business process model based on different metrics has been determined.
This  research  attempts  to  combine  all  relevant  metrics  into  one  overall  complexity  score  for  a
particular business process model. Models are scored based on their overall weighted average
complexity value across all metrics.

The evaluation of 67 real-life business process models gathered from the practice of EY-ITRA resulted
in 19 models being categorized as fairly simple and 48 models being categorized as very simple. Not
one  of  all  the  models  was  categorized  as  very  complex  or  even  fairly  complex.  Hence,  within  the
practice  of  EY-ITRA,  no  real-life  models  are  classified  as  complex  or  very  complex  based  on  the
literature on complexity thresholds.

The boxplots for the SEP (15) and SEQ (16) metrics in Figure 4.7 show a broader range in complexity
scores, which means that these metrics are better able to discriminate the models within this sample
based on their complexity, than the other metrics are. In contrast, the CFC (1), AGD (10), GM (8) and
MGD (11) show hardly any variation across models. This indicates that these metrics possess less
discriminative power within this sample of models.
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Additionally, the boxplots which show the variation of metric scores for each individual model, can be
different for models which have the same overall weighted average score. This indicates that it may
be even more useful to score the models on a number of clustered, categorized metrics which would
result in a multi-facetted complexity score for the model. Possible categories of (combined) metrics
could be related to the size, gateway complexity or sequentiality of the model.

Table 4-7 indicates that some metrics appear to have a better predictive value over other metrics for
this sample. The complexity scores for the metrics: CFCXOR, NSFG, TNG and GM, were in more than
85% of all models in this set the same as the overall complexity scores. In contrary to the complexity
scores for the metrics: NL and CNC, which scored in less than 15% of all models the same as the overall
average for the model.

Subsequently, with regard to the second objective of this research: evaluating the perceived
complexity of real-life business process models by professionals, it can be concluded that 25
professionals score the models comparably to the complexity scores given by literature. Hence,
theoretical complexity is in line with the perceived complexity by the professionals. Similar to
literature, professionals perceived none of the models as very complex.

With respect to the results from the experiment, it must be mentioned that not all of the aspects that
can possibly influence the perceived complexity by the professionals, are captured by the metrics as
identified by literature. These are aspects such as lay-out and structuredness. This indicates that model
complexity cannot be fully captured by the current set of complexity metrics as defined in literature.

Contribution

The first part of this section describes the contribution of this research to literature on complexity
thresholds for business process model metrics, while the second seconds part reflects on the practical
contribution of this research.

Contribution to literature

This research contributes to theory because it has evaluated complexity categories based on quality
metrics thresholds by applying these on real-life business process models and by evaluating them with
professionals. It contributes to the existing literature in multiple ways. First of all, this research is the
first research where business process model complexity metric thresholds are applied on real-life
business process models.

Real life business process models have been used before in the analysis of complexity thresholds for
business process models. This has been done, for example, in the research of Mendling et al. (2012).
In this paper, Mendling et al. use 429 EPC models from an Australian financial institution to derive
thresholds for complexity metrics, while this research applies thresholds set by literature on real-life
business process models and validates them by designing and performing an experiment with
professionals.

The second contribution is that it is the first time that this type of research is performed with
professionals who use process modelling in their daily practice. In preceding research, experiments
have only been conducted with students in the field of business information systems as participants.
Previous research in the field of understandability has only been done with professionals as (control)
participants, for example by Reijers & Mendling (2011). However, research in the field of threshold
determination up to this point in time has been exclusively based on experiments with students as
participants.
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The third contribution of this research is the development of a tool that incorporates the various
metrics and corresponding thresholds and provides an overall weighted average complexity score. The
tool is re-utilizable and adaptable.

Practical contribution

The practical contribution of this research is that it finds that the thresholds for complexity metrics as
set in literature do not apply to the daily business process modelling practice of EY, as they appear to
be  too  specific  and  too  complex  for  the  models  gathered  from  EY-ITRA  practice.  This  can  be  said
because all models gathered from EY-ITRA practice are categorized by theory as fairly complex or very
complex. Hence, theory on complexity metric threshold does not serve daily practice in the case of EY-
ITRA, as it only limitedly applies to this daily practice.

Most of their business process models are used in PowerPoint presentations or Word documents in
order to visualize a process and support a textual description. Their business process models are not
very mature in terms of complying to BPMN 2.0 standards and are also not very complex. Therefore
their main improvement for process modelling is not in adapting metrics as measures for model
complexity, they could for example focus first upon standardizing model semantics

The practical contribution for process modellers is that the ability to determine the complexity of a
business process model with metrics, allows them to look for possibilities to reduce the complexity of
the model. By reducing the complexity the understandability of the models by its various stakeholders
will improve and consequently the pragmatic model quality will increase: the model will be more easy
to understand for its stakeholders and can hence contribute more to efficient business operations.

Another more general practical contribution of this research is that complexity thresholds should
perhaps be specified per industry of related to a more specific business process modelling goal, such
as functioning as a blueprint for an automated process. The process model that is needed in order to
visualize the possibilities in a mortgage request process might differ from a process model that is
designed in order to fully automate a car factory plant.

Limitations and future research

One  of  the  limitations  of  this  research  is  that  it  is  built  upon  one  weighted  average  score  which
determines  the  overall  complexity  score  for  a  business  process  model.  This  score  is  based  on  the
assumption that all metrics are equally relevant. Since some metrics show overlap, for example the
number of nodes and number of activities in the model, or the metrics describing sequentially and
separability. Future research could try to cluster overlapping metrics. These clusters could then be
scored on (weighted) quality instead of all metrics. These clusters could be linked to guidelines to
improve the quality score for a certain cluster. Another direction for exploration could be prioritizing
different metrics over other metrics. This could be done, for example, for the metrics related to the
number of sequence flows as have been mentioned in section 4.3.1. Due to time constraints, doing
this was not possible during this research.

Another limitation of this research is that only models and professionals from EY are used to validate
the complexity thresholds as set by literature. Future research might look for other environments to
redo this validation in order to check if real-life business process models from other business
environments are assessed similarly or differently, both based on theory and on the basis of the
perception of professionals. Since the scope of this research the practice of EY-ITRA, the validation
environment could not be expanded.
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However, future research could be extended beyond these boundaries. For instance, in industries with
more  complex  or  more  diverse  process  models.  Examples  of  these  industries  are  complex
manufacturing or logistics.

A limitation that comes with the decision to use real-life business process models instead of artificially
constructed models, is the fact that it becomes more difficult to manipulate the individual metric
values in order to measure the influence of one single metric or a particular selection of metrics. In this
evaluation of real-life business process models can therefore only reflect on the overall complexity of
a particular model, while it is harder to specify the influence of a particular metric on the overall model
complexity. This can be improved in future research by using real-life process models to test the
influence of (small) adjustments in these real-life process models on model complexity. This makes it
possible to measure the influence of a changing individual metric value.

In addition, another limitation of this research is that the experiment includes four models from
practice evaluated by 25 professionals. Due constraints regarding the available time of professionals it
was not possible to test more models with more professionals. However, in future research these
numbers might be extended in order to create an even better overview of how model complexity plays
a role in daily business practice.

Furthermore, as described in the introduction, assessing pragmatic quality assumes syntactical
correctness of a business process model. Quality has many more different aspects, whereas this
research focuses only on the pragmatic quality and, correspondingly the complexity of business
process models.. Also, the quality of a business process model is defined by more aspects than only
complexity. A limitation for this research is that it is not possible to completely isolate the complexity
as defined by theory when asking professionals for their perception of a model’s complexity. There are
more (in)direct aspects much harder to measure influencing the perceived complexity by the
professional, such as lay-out, context and possible pre-knowledge that professionals may possess.

Although quality metrics and corresponding threshold values might support business process
modellers by improving understandability for the reader of their models, it is not desirable to solely
focus on the complexity thresholds of these models. Therefore, also future research in the area of
quality metrics for business process models, as well as business process modelling practice, should
always keep in mind Goodhart's law3:  "When a  measure becomes a  target,  it  ceases  to  be a  good
measure."

3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goodhart%27s_law
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Metric and corresponding thresholds which are divided in both 4 and 5
complexity categories

Nr. Label Name Threshold value

1: very
inefficient

2: fairly
inefficient

3: fairly
efficient

4: very
efficient

2 TNSF Number of sequence flows 72 49 34 20

3 TNG Number of gateways 17 10 5 0

5 NN Number of nodes 65 50 37 31

6 TNE Total number of events 20 12 7 2

7 ND Nesting depth 4 2 1 1

16 SEQ Degree of sequentiality 0.1 0.35 0.6 0.7

23 CL Connectivity level between lanes 7.5 4.23 2.2 0.2
Figure 7.1: Four category complexity thresholds

Nr. Label Name Threshold value

1: very difficult
to understand

2: difficult to
understand

3: moderately
understandable

4:easy to
understand

5: very easy to
understand

2 NSF/
TNSF

Number of
sequence flows

>74.8 74.8 - 50.2 50.2 - 34.8 34.8 -19.4 <19.4

3 TNG Number of
gateways

>8.39 8.39 - 5.3 5.3 - 3.36 3.36 - 1.42 <1.42

5 NN Number of
nodes

>81.1 81.1 - 58.1 58.1 - 43.7 43.7 - 29.9 <29.0

6 TNE Total number of
events

>18.2 18.2 - 11.5 11.5 - 7.28 7.28 - 3.04 <3.04

7 ND Nesting depth >5.09 5.09 - 3.02 3.02 - 1.72 1.72 - 0.42 <0.42

26 SEQ Degree of
sequentially

<0.25 0.25 - 0.48 0.48 - 0.70 0.70 - 1.07 >1.07

23 CL Connectivity level
between lanes

>6.32 6.32 - 3.79 3.79 - 2.21 2.21 - 0.62 <0.62

Figure 7.2: Five category complexity thresholds
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Overview of all defined metrics, corresponding calculation and type of
calculation

Nr. Label Name Definition Cal.*

1 CFC Control flow
complexity

The sum of separate control flow complexities, CFCXOR (1.1)
+ CFCOR(Sánchez-González, Ruiz, García, & Cardoso, 2011)

 (1.2) + CFCAND (1.3).

( ) =	 ( )
∈{ 	 	 }

+	 ( )
∈{ 	 	 }

+ 	 ( )
∈{ 	 	 }

A

1.1 CFCXOR Control flow
complexity (XOR)

Number of outgoing arcs (fan-outs) of all XOR gateways splits
accumulated.

( ) = 	 − ( )

Where ‘a’ is a XOR-gateway activity (Cardoso, 2006).

M

1.2 CFCOR Control flow
complexity (OR)

Two the power of all outgoing arcs from OR gateways splits
minus one.

( ) = 	2 ( ) − 1

Where ‘a’ is a OR-gateway activity (Cardoso, 2006).

M

1.3 CFCAND Control flow
complexity (AND)

Total number of AND gateways splits.

( ) = 	1

Where ‘a’ is a AND-gateway activity (Cardoso, 2006).

M

2 TNSF Number of
sequence flows

Counts  the  total  number  of  arcs  of  the  model  (Khlif  et  al.,
2017).

M

3 TNG Total Number of
gateways

Describes the total number of gateways including all gateway
types; Exclusive, Inclusive, Parallel and Event. The sum of 8.1.
8.2 and 8.3 (Sánchez-González et al., 2012).

A

4 TNA Number of
activities

Count the total number of activities (rectangular boxes) (Khlif
et al., 2017).

M

5 NN Number of nodes Number of nodes (-): This variable is related to the number of
activities and gateways, flows and events in a process model;
including data objects (Khlif et al., 2017).

M

6 TNE Total number of
events

The total number of events, start, end, error, time etc. (Khlif
et al., 2017).

M
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7 ND Nesting depth The maximum nesting of structured blocks in a process model
(Khlif et al., 2017). Structured blocks are blocks of matching
split and join gateways. Depth is the maximum nesting of
structured blocks in a process model (Jan Mendling et al.,
2012).

M

8 GH Gateway
heterogeneity

Sum  of  number  of  AND/XOR/OR  where  Number  of  And
gateways / total number of gateways multiplied log the same
number.

( ) = 	−	 ∗ log
∈( , , )

Where Ct is total number of a specific type of decision nod
and C total number of decision nodes (Sánchez-González et
al., 2012).

A

8.1
**

GH1(AN
D)

Number of AND
Gateways

Total number of AND gateways (Sánchez-González et al.,
2012).

M

8.2
**

GH2(OR
)

Number  of  OR
Gateways

Total number of OR gateways (Sánchez-González et al., 2012). M

8.3
**

GH3(XO
R)

Number of XOR
Gateways

Total number of XOR gateways (Sánchez-González et al.,
2012).

M

9 GM Gateway mismatch The sum of gateway pairs that do not match with each other,
AND-join and OR-slit (Sánchez-González et al., 2012).

M

10 AGD Average gateway
degree

The average of the number of both incoming and outgoing
arcs of the gateway nodes in the process model.

AGD = | | 	∑ 	 ( )

Were d(c) is the number of inputs/outputs (Sánchez-González
et al., 2012).

M

11 MGD Maximum gateway
degree

Maximum number of incoming and outgoing arcs for a
gateway in the model (Sánchez-González et al., 2012).

M

12 DIA Diameter The length of the longest path from a start node to an end
node in the process model; No loops involved. Counts every
element on the longest path, including events and gateways
(Jan Mendling, Reijers, et al., 2007).

M

13 DEN Density Number of arcs divided by number nodes*number of nodes -
1 number of nodes (Marcos et al., 2014).

Density =
| |

| |∗	(| | )

A

14 CNC The coefficient of
connectivity

Represents the ratio of the total number of arcs in a process
model to its total number of nodes. Number of arcs divided
by number of nodes. 2/5 (Sánchez-González et al., 2013)

A
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15 SEP Separability The number of cut vertices divided by the total number of
nodes 15.1 / (5-(2)) (Jan Mendling, Neumann, et al., 2007).

|{ ∈ | 	 	 	 	 }|
| |− 2

A

15.
1**

NMCV Number of Cut
Vertices

Number of cut-vertices, counts the number of activity nodes
whose deletion breaks up the graph in two or more
disconnected components (Jan Mendling, Neumann, et al.,
2007).

M

16 SEQ Sequentiality Total number of sequence flows between non gateway nodes
divided by the total number of sequence flows (Sánchez-
González et al., 2013).

A

16.
1**

ARCNG
N

Arcs between non
gateway nodes

Number of sequence flows between non-gateway nodes
(Sánchez-González et al., 2013).

M

17 NSFE Number of
sequence flows
incoming from
events

Counts the total number of sequence flows incoming from
events. Outgoing arcs from events (Sánchez-González et al.,
2013).

M

18 NMF Number of
message flows

The total number of message flows (Sánchez-González et al.,
2013).

M

19 NSFG Number of
sequence flows
from gateways

Counts the number of sequence flows incoming from
gateways. Outgoing arcs from gateways (Sánchez-González et
al., 2013).

M

20 NDOIN Number of data
objects in

Number of data objects which are inputs of activities. When
it  is  non  directional  it  is  counted  as  both  in  and  outgoing
(Sánchez-González et al., 2013).

M

21 NDOOU
T

Number of data
objects out

Number of data objects which are outputs of activities. When
it  is  non  directional  it  is  counted  as  both  in  and  outgoing
(Sánchez-González et al., 2013).

M

22 NL Number of lanes Total number of lanes. Only lanes are counted when there are
actual activities happening in that lane (Abran, 2009).

M

23 CLP Connectivity level
between lanes

The number of message flows between lanes divided by the
number of lanes, 	( . )

	 	( )

(Abran, 2009)

A

23.
1**

NMSFBP Number of Flows
between lanes

Number of Flows between lanes in the process (crossing
lanes) (Abran, 2009).

M

Figure 7.3: Defined metrics and added metrics used for the measurement tool

*Displays the type of calculation: A=Automatic (implying that its’ calculation is based on sub-metrics,
M=Manual needs to be performed manually.

** The added sub-metrics for the tool
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Example metrics and corresponding articles

Nr. Label Examples found in the following articles

1 CFC (Sánchez-González et al., 2012)

(Marcos et al., 2014)

1.1 CFCXOR (Sánchez-González, Ruiz, García, & Piattini, 2011)

1.2 CFCOR (Sánchez-González, Ruiz, García, & Piattini, 2011)

1.3 CFCAND (Sánchez-González, Ruiz, García, & Piattini, 2011)

2 TNSF (Sánchez-González, Ruiz, García, & Piattini, 2011)

(Abran, 2009)

3 TNG (Sánchez-González, Ruiz, García, & Piattini, 2011)

(Sánchez-González et al., 2012)

(Abran, 2009)

4 TNA (Sánchez-González et al., 2015)

5 NN (Sánchez-González, Ruiz, García, & Piattini, 2011)

(Sánchez-González et al., 2013)

6 TNE (Sánchez-González, Ruiz, García, & Piattini, 2011)

7 ND (Sánchez-González, Ruiz, García, & Piattini, 2011)

8 GH (Sánchez-González et al., 2012)

(Marcos et al., 2014)

8.1 GH1(AND) (Sánchez-González et al., 2012)

(Marcos et al., 2014)

8.2 GH2(OR) (Sánchez-González et al., 2012)

(Marcos et al., 2014)

8.3 GH3(XOR) (Sánchez-González et al., 2012)

(Marcos et al., 2014)

9 GM (Sánchez-González, Ruiz, García, & Piattini, 2011)

(Sánchez-González et al., 2012)

(Marcos et al., 2014)

10 AGD (Sánchez-González et al., 2012)
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(Marcos et al., 2014)

11 MGD (Sánchez-González et al., 2012)

(Marcos et al., 2014)

12 DIA (Marcos et al., 2014)

13 DEN (Sánchez-González et al., 2013)

(Marcos et al., 2014)

14 CNC (Sánchez-González, Ruiz, García, & Piattini, 2011)

(Marcos et al., 2014)

15 SEP (Marcos et al., 2014)

16 SEQ (Sánchez-González, Ruiz, García, & Piattini, 2011)

(Marcos et al., 2014)

16.
1

ARCNGN (Sánchez-González, Ruiz, García, & Piattini, 2011)

(Marcos et al., 2014)

17 NSFE (Sánchez-González, Ruiz, García, & Piattini, 2011)

(Abran, 2009)

18 NMF (Sánchez-González, Ruiz, García, & Piattini, 2011)

19 NSFG (Sánchez-González, Ruiz, García, & Piattini, 2011)

20 NDOIN (Sánchez-González, Ruiz, García, & Piattini, 2011)

(Abran, 2009)

21 NDOOUT (Sánchez-González, Ruiz, García, & Piattini, 2011)

(Abran, 2009)

22 NP (Abran, 2009)

23 CLP (Sánchez-González et al., 2013)

(Abran, 2009)

23.
1

NMSFBP (Sánchez-González et al., 2013)

25 GCP (Sánchez-González et al., 2012)
Table 7-1 Articles which are used for the validation of the metrics
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Measured models metrics (models 1-22)

Figure 7.4: All metrics measured for the models(models 1-22)
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Measured models metrics (models 23-44)

Figure 7.5: All metrics measured for the models (models 23-44)
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Measured models metrics (models 45-67)

Figure 7.6: All metrics measured for the models (models 45-67)
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Measured models complexity scores (models: 1-22)

Figure 7.7: Measured models complexity scores (1-22)
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Measured models complexity scores (models: 22-44)

Figure 7.8: Measured models complexity scores (22-44)
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Measured models complexity scores(models: 44-67)

Figure 7.9: Measured models complexity scores (44-67)
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Validation 4 and 5 category metrics (models: 1-22)

Figure 7.10: Validation of the four versus five category threshold metrics (1-22)
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Validation four and five category metrics (models: 23-44)

Figure 7.11: Validation of the four versus five category threshold metrics (23-44)
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Validation four and five category metrics (models: 45-67)

Figure 7.12: Validation of the four versus five category threshold metrics (45-67)
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Validation calculation example
The decision for choosing for a difference more than 0.4 and less than -0.4 is made due to the fact that
the recalculation almost always leads to a different score (except for very complex five becomes 4).
The maximum difference is between 2>1.6 and 3>2.4 where the maximum difference is both times
0.4. Therefore looking at differences less than 0.4 would result in more measuring also the deviations
of the recalculation instead of only of the different thresholds.

1-5 scale: 1 2 3 4 5

1-4 scale: 0.8 1.6 2.4 3.2 4

Closest value 1-4: 1 2 2 3 4
Table 7-2: Recalculation from five to four complexity scale score

The  first  row  of  the  column  shows  the  possible  values  on  a  1-5  scale.  The  second  row  shows
recalculated value from 1-5 to 1-4. The third value shows the rounded value of the second row. Since
a complexity score of the four category threshold will always give one of the values in the last column
and the recalculated value in the second row a decimal, there will almost always be a difference with
a maximum of 0.4.

Since the non-absolute value difference can also become less than -0.4 the frequency of the difference
is also taken into account.
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Metric evaluation

# Metric
Score: 1 Score: 2 Score: 3 Score: 4 Average Standard

deviation

1 CFC 0 1 1 65 4.0 0.4

1.1 CFCXOR 0 1 17 49 3.7 0.5

1.2 CFCOR 1 0 2 64 3.9 0.5

1.3 CFCAND 0 5 0 62 3.9 0.6

2 TNSF 0 3 5 59 3.8 0.6

3 TNG 1 2 17 47 3.6 0.7

4 TNA 0 2 15 50 3.8 0.5

5 NN 2 0 2 63 3.9 0.6

6 TNE 1 2 10 54 3.7 0.7

7 ND 1 13 0 53 3.6 0.9

8 GH 1 1 1 64 3.9 0.5

9 GM 0 0 11 56 3.8 0.4

10 AGD 0 1 2 47 3.9 0.3

11 MGD 0 2 8 40 3.8 0.4

12 DIA 0 25 34 8 2.9 0.7

13 DEN 0 16 51 0 2.8 0.4

14 CNC 0 59 8 0 2.1 0.3

15 SEP 1 16 22 28 3.2 0.8

16 SEQ 6 14 18 29 3.0 1.0

17 NSFE 0 1 12 54 3.8 0.5

18 NMF 2 0 0 65 3.9 0.6

19 NSFG 0 1 16 50 3.7 0.6

20 NDOIN 0 0 7 60 3.9 0.3

21 NDOOUT 1 2 4 60 3.8 0.5

22 NP 2 31 25 9 2.8 0.8

23 CLP 0 2 30 35 3.5 0.5

Sum: 19 200 318 1171

Table 7-3: Metric evaluation
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Boxplot of metrics values plus the average value
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Boxplot of metrics values
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Analysis of metric performance

Nr. Label Times same
as average

Percentage

1.1 CFCXOR 61 91%

19 NSFG 60 90%

3 TNG 59 88%

9 GM 59 88%

2 TNSF 53 79%

4 TNA 52 78%

1.2 CFCOR 50 75%

5 NN 50 75%

17 NSFE 50 75%

1 CFC 49 73%

8 GH 49 73%

20 NDOIN 49 73%

1.3 CFCAND 48 72%

6 TNE 48 72%

18 NMF 48 72%

7 ND 47 70%

21 NDOOUT 44 66%

11 MGD 39 58%

23 CL 37 55%

10 AGD 34 51%

15 SEP 31 46%

16 SEQ 30 45%

13 DEN 18 27%

12 DIA 11 16%

22 NL 10 15%

14 CNC 2 3%
Table 7-4: Analysis of metric performance

Table is created by calculating the time the
threshold for a specific model is the same as
the rounded weighted average score of the
model. For example the first row shows that
the metric 1.1 CFCXOR has the same score for
the  metric  of  a  model  as  it’s  weighted
average. This corresponds to 91%
(61/67*100%)
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Characteristics selected models for experiment

Figure 7.13: Metrics measures selected models for
experiment

Figure 7.14: Complexity values selected models for experiment

A (68) refers to the added complex model.
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Experiment version A including answers

Thesis experiment to test business process model
complexity

Introduction

The following questions are part of a survey used to evaluate the perceived complexity and
understandability of business process model. The text labels are removed order to ensure
confidentiality of the gathered models. All questions are about a full run of the model (=from start to
end, mostly a run from left to right). Please use the answer form attached to this form for writing
down your answers.

1. Question 1:
a) Do you have experience in the field of process modelling?
b) And especially in the field of BPMN?
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Model 1:

MODEL: i
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Model 1:

a) According to the model; it is possible to perform activity ‘D’ before activity ‘C’

True / False

b) According to the model; it is possible to perform activity ‘B’ twice

True / False

c) According to the model; Activity ‘A’ is always performed before ‘B’

True / False

d) What, in your opinion, is the complexity of the business process model?

Very simple / fairly simple / Fairly complex / Very complex
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Model 2:

MODEL:ii
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Model 2:

a) According to the model; it is possible to perform both activity “A” and “B”

True / False

b) According to the model; the people from the IT Department interact with the Internal Audit Department

True / False

c) According to the model; activity C need data input from “Dashboards”

True / False

d) What, in your opinion, is the complexity of the business process model?

Very simple / fairly simple / Fairly complex / Very complex
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Model 3:

MODEL: iii
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Model 3:

a) According to the model; when performing an Internal Audit activity “S” has to be carried out

True / False

b) According to the model; from a risk perspective it is possible to perform activity “AD” after it has been performed already once

True / False

c) According to the model; from a risk perspective it is possible to reach the end state without performing activity “N”

True / False

d) What, in your opinion, is the complexity of the business process model?

Very simple / fairly simple / Fairly complex / Very complex
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Model 4:

MODEL: iv
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Model 4:

a) According to the model; activity “I” can be performed without performing “E”

True / False

b) According to the model; It is possible to perform first “AM” than “AP” and afterwards “AN”

True / False

c) According to the model; activity “A” will always be performed once
True / False

d) What, in your opinion, is the complexity of the business process model?

Very simple / Fairly simple / Fairly complex / Very complex
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Final question
Could you order the previous models from less complex to most complex?

Fill in the model numbers mentioned above the models in the table on the answer
form.

Most simple - - Most complex

Model nr: 1 2 3 4

Conclusion
Thanks for your time and input.
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Appendix information (not given to participant)
Used models:

Model A-1:
• Model 18
• 3.84

Model B-2:
• Model 67
• 2.62

Model C-3:
• Model 66
• 2.95

Model D-4:
• Model 68(A)
• 1.98

Different order for the model assignment per question:

Question Version:
A

Version:
B

Version:
C

Version:
D

1: i iii ii iv

2: ii i iv iii

3: iii Ii iii i

4: iv iv i ii
Table 7-5: Question order version A-D
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Experiment answer sheet

Answer form
Date:
Time:
Version (Can be found in the right top corner):

Number (to be filled in by Ruurd):

Introduction
a) True / False
b) True / False

Model 1
a) True / False
b) True / False
c) True / False
d) Very simple / fairly simple / fairly complex / Very complex

Model 2
a) True / False
b) True / False
c) True / False
d) Very simple / fairly simple / fairly complex / Very complex

Model 3
a) True / False
b) True / False
c) True / False
d) Very simple / fairly simple / fairly complex / Very complex

Model 4
a) True / False
b) True / False
c) True / False
d) Very simple / fairly simple / fairly complex / Very complex

Final question
Most simple - - Most complex

Model nr:

Do you have any additional remarks?

………………………………………..………………………………………..
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Background information for experiment questions

Figure 7.15: Example complexity question

The example above in  Figure 7.15 is  a  screenshot  from the research of  Jan Mendling et  al.  (2012).
Where Jan Mendling et al. (2012) use the distinction of five complexity scores, the decision is made for
this experiment to use four category complexity score (Very simple / fairly simple / fairly complex /
Very complex), in line with the decision to choose for the four category thresholds in section 3.2.

Figure 7.16: Example to test process modelling knowledge

The  example  in  Figure  7.16  is  a  screenshot  form  the  work  of  Sánchez-González  et  al,  (2012),  the
questions to test the process modelling knowledge are adjusted per model. In below the focus per
question per model can be found.

Model: i ii iii iv

Q1 Sequence flow OR-gateway AND-gateway Lane interaction

Q2 Sequence flow Lane interaction Sequence flow AND-gateway

Q3 Sequence
flow(loop)

Data-input/output OR-gateway Sequence flow

Table 7-6: Questions per model and corresponding model aspects



Experiment answers provided by participants
The screenshot below shows the result of the experiment. Every column is unique participant anonymized to a participant ID, followed by the
version the participant had. These results are related to the answer sheet in APPENDIX N .

Figure 7.17: Original experiment results

Intro questions indicating the questions regarding process modelling experience, where 1 indicates yes and 2 indicate no. For the rest of the
questions 1=A, 2=B, 3=C and 4=D. For the order number numbers indicate the model from top, to the bottom indicating 1-4.
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Experiment results per participant

Figure 7.18: Detailed experiment results per participant

De red columns are the removed participants since they had either one model completely wrong or 5 or more mistakes overall.
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Eventual experiment result including summary

Figure 7.19: Eventual results of the experiment used for analysis
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